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PREFACE 
During the twelve year period of Germany's Third Reich, every 
institution in the fatherland was forced to acquiesce in the total-
itarian philosophy of the National Socialist movement. One such 
group was the Evangelical Church. Since Luther's time, this Church 
had traditionally been a virtual arm of the government, but the 
advent of the Nazi party caused a serious split within the ranks 
of the leaders of Luther's Church. Some felt that they should 
work w1,th the new government, even if it meant sacrificing many 
.,.Christian dogmas to satisfy the temporal authorities. Another 
~'f:~. 
group hoped to work with the Nazi government while keeping the 
Church free from the influence of the new ideology. An important 
II 
leader of the second group was Pastor Martin Niemoller. It is 
the purpose of this study to trace the relations of Pastor Niemgller 
with the Hitler regime·, noting specifically his famous trial, 
which resulted in imprisonment in a concentration camp in 1938. 
I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to both Martin Niemgller 
and his brother, Wilhelm, for their interest and cooperation in this 
study. My appreciation is also extended to the Rever ends Messers . Ora 
Compton and Finis Crutchfield of Tulsa, Oklahom~, who arranged 
' my interview with Pastor Niemgller and allowed me to make tape 
recordings of his sermons. In addition I 1.;rish to thank Dr. Alfred 
Levin for his guidance and encouragement in the preparation of 
this paper; and Dr. Sidney D. Brown and Dr. Alexander M. Ospovat 
iv 
for the:i,.r helpful suggestions oonce~ning style and content. 
Finally, I wish to record my appreciation f.o:r "fny· ·wife I s enoouragem,mt 




My consc:lence is based in the word of God. 
I cannot and will not recant anything; since it 
ts insecure and dangerous to act against con-
science •• , • I cannot do otherwise. Here I 
stand. God help me!i 
These famous words of Martin Luther were uttered on Apr:U 18, 1521, at 
the Diet of Worms. The statement was the result of a disputation in 
w4ich the Augustinian monk refused to accept the authority of both 
pope and counciL Luther undoubtedly felt that Christ's church during 
his ·~ime was in grave danger /;l,S is indicated by his courageous action. 
The spirit of these words can also be found more than four centuries 
later in the statements and deeds of certain leaders of Luther's 
Church as they sought to save their faith from almost certain destruc-
tion by National Socialism's totalitarian philosophy. 
Luther, while making lµs presence felt because of his theology, 
was also instru.rnental in the evolution of concepts concerning Church-
state :relations. His political theo1~ies have been the guidE;iposts for 
the Protestant denominations of Germany since the Reformation. Luther 
felt that both the state and Church were ordained by God but that they 
should always remain separate entities. The state was simply a secular 
1Henry E. Jacobs, Martin Luther: The Hero of th$ Reformation 
(New York: G. P. Pu.tnamtsSon;: 1909),p":" 192 .• _.. -
]. 
institution. Its functions. could not be subjected to control by 
either the precepts of the Sermon on the Mount or the established 
Churoh.2 By placing the state in a position of equality with the 
2 
Ch~ch, and according it diVine guidance, Luther effectively rejected 
any theory which would tend to place the c,,ntrol of the ;state :i,n the 
hands of the people. It is for this reason that a common thread of 
submission to state authority is found among many of his followers.3 
As might be expected, Luther accredited similar authority to the 
leaders of the :state. While recognizing that 11 the mighig1"are sinful 
and without faith,".,he concluded that 11 their position and their autho-
rity are nevertheless. good and of God."4 He went even furthe?' by de-
claring that some leaders seem to have an uncanny insight into 
problems, These people did not need ~dvice ~nd counsel, for they 
always managed intuitively to make the proper decision.5 When the 
Nazis finally did come to power, it was not difficult for devout 
Luthevans to accept the leadership principle which is embodied in the 
title o:;f 11 Filhrer. 11 One final point concerning Luther's opinions of 
Chlll."ch-~tate relations must be made. In spite of the fact that he 
was willing to consider the state as a divinely appointed order on 
an equal plane with the Church, he always maintained that the state 
had no authority to exercise o:r intervene in the ecclesiastical 
2H~inrich ~ornkamm, Luther's World 2£. Thouglrt:_, trans. Martin H. 
Bertram (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1958), p. 247. 
Jibid,; p. 256. 
4Ibid. , p. 246, 
5Ibid~, p. 241. 
J 
functions of a divinely ordained Church.6 
Luther's ideas did not go unaltered through the years. While he 
assmned that the Church and st~te were equal in the eyes of God, he 
neverthele ss felt that real earthly authority would naturally 
devolve on that institution which had the tangible source of power, 
namely the state. Thus, as time went on, Lutherans began to adapt 
their Church to the demands of the state and acquiesce. in the st.ate' s 
intervention rather t~an rise in rebellion.? From this reasoning 
emerged the obvious fact that from the Reformation to the overthrow 
of the Kaiser's regime in 1918, German Protestantism was an important 
organ in the maintenanc~ of royal absolutism. Under this system 
many instances can be found in which members of the nobility were 
given important administrative positions in the Church. William L. 
Shirer maintains that only in Czarist Russia was the Church under 
more direct government contro1. 8 
While the Protestant Churches that existed in Germany in January, 
l9JJ, were steeped in the tradition of acquiescence to government 
desires, the same cannot be said of every individual Church leader. 
M.any Lutheran pastors were willing to cooperate with the Reich leader-
ship but soon disagreed with the gove~nment over just how far th~ Reich 
could carry its demands of "One Reich, One People, One F8.hrer. 11 
These men simply felt that the government's demands for total loyalty 
6Ibid., p. 254, 
7M.ario Bendiscioli, Nazism Versus Christianity, trans. Gerald 
Griffin _(London: Skeffington and Son, 1939 ), p. 211. 
8william L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich (New 
York: Simon and Schuster7:[9b0)7 pp.° 2J6-2J7.- -
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must be countered when they interfered with established church pre-
rogatives and the gospel of Jesus Christ. One such man was Pastor 
Martin Niem811er. 
tt I, Martin Niemoller was born on January 1~, 1892, in the Westphalian 
town of Lippstadt, the second of five children. Both his father and 
mother were natives of Westphalia. Because his father and grand-
father were both Evangelical pastors, Martin has always felt unusually 
close to the ministry. Yet, throughout his idyll~c childhood his 
recurring dream seemed to be to serve in His Majesty's Imperial Navy,9 
" " In M.;i.rch, 1910, Niemoller went to the Flensburg-Murwik Naval 
Training College where he began what he hoped would be his life's 
work as a ca~eer Navy man. By the outbr~ak of the First World War, 
Niem8ller was a Sub-Lieutenant with the assigrunent of Second Torpedo 
Officer aboard the battleship Th{h-ingen, which was part of the North 
Sea Fleet, Niem;ller soon became bored with the rather drab life 
aboard a German battleship and asked to be transferred to the U-boat 
" training school at Eckernforde, By becoming a submarine officer, 
Niemgller hoped to r eceive a more a~tive duty assigrunent, On 
February 22, 1916, his chance came when he was ordered to join the 
U.73, a large mine~laying vessel. Niem8ller soon found out that she 
was not a fighting ship. After serving aboard the U.73 for almost 
two years, Niem~ller was transferred to the faster combat-ready 
torpedo ship, U.39, which on Janua:ry 25, 1918, engaged in action 
that deeply affected his career, On this day, the crew of the U.39 
sank a large allied troop ship and then ~egan to attack an escort 
. 9Dietmar Schmidt, Pastor Niem8ller, trans. Lawrence Wilson 
( Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Co., 19 59), pp. 13-26. 
ship which, by this time, was engaged ;in rescuing survivors~ 
NiemSller did not want to interrupt the rescue work, but, on the 
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other hand, he knew that the men being fished out of the water would 
eventually be used to fight the German fatherland. From-that time 
on Niem~ller adopted the idea that war made sin inevitable; in fact, 
11war was sin. 1110 ·-
On June 30, 1918, Niemgller too~ command of his own vessel, 
U ,67. She was extremely seawor,thy gnd 4aq. a niaximu.m cruising speed 
of 12f knots. He had orders to lay mines off Mars~illes and harass 
Allied shipping in that a:rea. ;Here began his successful command 
which late:r; earned him one of l'.mperial·Germany's highest military 
honors. The dramatic end of N;iemgller 1 s nav91l dut;y- is in many ways 
the most important ,g,qt in hi~ career, :('or it shows his total devotion 
to pre-R.epu'qlican Germany. In January of 1919 he was ordered to 
take two U~boats to Great Brita;Ln where they were to be sUJ,~rendered 
;i.n accordance with the Armistice. N:i,ern83rl.er refused to carry ou.t 
the order which he qonside!'ed an ;insult to the integrity oft.he 
fatherland. The J;nspecto:r, Gemeral did not punish his patriotic 
subo:rd.inate. 
II 
Within a few weeks N::i,emoller ~onclv.ded that he could 
no longer serve with h.onor under the new gove;r,nrr1e:qt,. 11 
After his resignation from the Navy in January, 1919, Niem~ller 
married Else Bremer and embarked on a life of farming. It was not 
long, however, i:.:mtil he abandoned his career in agriculture. 
Niemglle:r has given two reasons for his decis:lon to enter the 
10Ib:i.d., p ~ 48. 
11Ibid., pp. 27-60. 
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ministry. First, he emphasized his lifelong f~ith in Jesus Christ 
as Lord and Savior. Secondly, he felt that the ministry provided 
him with the best opportunity to serve his felJ,.ow men in their 
national calamity, i.e. the loss of imperial authority and resulting 
chaos. 12 After his oral examination in April, 1923, Niem811er 
received his first church assignment when he was appointed as 
curate to a pastor in Mtinster.13 He spent the following summer and 
fall fulfilling the demands of his new position, yet eagerly await-
ing a chance to move into a more responsible station. By December 
1 he had reached the next step in his quest for a truly responsible 
situation in the Evangelical Church14 when he took up his new 
appointment as 11Managel' for Westphalia of the Protestant Home 
Mission. 1115 He served in this assignment for the next seven yea.rs 
and seven months. During this time he establtshed important 
connections with high church functionaries and became known as a 
vigorous young pastor throughout the Weimar Republic. His fame had 
brought him the fateful opportunity to accept a position as a junior 
pastor in the Parish Church at Dahlem, a fashionable suburb of Berlin.16 
Theex-U-boatcommander, through his hard work and diligent preparation 
12Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
13Ibid., p. 71.. 
14since the Religious Peace of Augsburg in i555, the Lutheran 
bodies in Germany have had legal status as the 11Evangelical Church of 
Germany." This t erm is used collectively when referring to any body 
which recognizes the Augsburg Confession. See Bishop Hanns Lilje, 
et. al., Lutheran Churches of the World (Minneapolis, Minn: Augsburg 
Publishing House, 1957), pp. 6~8. 
15Schmidt, Pastor Niem8ller, p . ?J . 
16Ibid., pp . 64~81. 
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of sermons, soon became an extremely popular man of the cloth in 
his own parish, and more important, throughout the land. With the 
advent of the National Socialist movement on January 30, 1933, 
" Nie:moller, who had achieved outstanding success in the Dahlem parish, 
apparently had little conception 0f the impact the Third Reich would 
have on him, his church, or his n13,tion, 
CHAPTER I;t 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHURCH STRUGQLE (l93J~1937) 
With the advent of the Nazi Revolution, the Evangelical Church 
in Germ.any was faced with a temporal government whose political 
philosophy seemed totally opposed to Christia~ ideals. ~ut lea~ing 
churchmen, presented with the fa~t a~9ompli of the Third Reich, 
were virtually forced t9 ~each an aocomodation w;i.th the new govern-
ment. After all, had not tbe Nazi mov~ment in its deolared progr~, 
issu~d on February 24, 19io, p1"0m.ised that it stood for "liberty 
for all religious confesqions i~ the Staie, in so f~r as they do 
not in any way endange;t" its e:x;isten.oe ••• ; 11 and did not the same 
docu,ment ;include thei statem,fmt that 11'J;he party as qUCh ;reprepents 
the standpo~t of 1 positive Cm,-,;i.sti~nityt without binding itself 
confessionally to a particular faith'' ?1 Under the circumstances, 
in early 1933, most pastors felt obliged to work for a modus vivendi 
with the authorities. 
As the Nazi gov~rrunent had control of both the army and the 
police, it was in a position to diotat~ to the Church the practices 
which it deemed acceptable. That the aeic4 leaders wo'Uld extend 
little sympathy to the Protestant cause is clearly shown by their 
recorded statements, both public and private~ The Reich Chancellor's 
:f.Arthur C~ Cochrane, The Church's Con!ession · Under Hitler 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, l9b2), p. 221. · 
8 
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opinions of religion in general and Protestantism in particular 
support this hypothesis. During Hitler's early days in power his 
anti~Christian feelings were not apparent. He prided himself on 
having saved Christianity in Germany from the onslaught of Bolshevism 
and believed that he was in a much better position to act as the 
protector of the faith than was the established church. Likewise, 
in the early days, he opposed the destruction or division of 
Christianity in the realm. Rather, in line with the policy of 
'1Gleichschaltun_g" (elimination of opponents), he hoped for a unified 
Reich Church which could be regulated by, and which would in turn 
support, the philosophy,of National Socialism. 2 His respect fo:r 
religion was further refleoted in his writings, wherein he referred 
to religion as a force among the people with which the Nazi ideology 
must reckon and seek a compromise, Similar],y, he considered an 
anti-clerical program in Germany a waste of time because her religious 
coi:nmunity seemed too deeply divided to constitute a real threat to 
gover:nment control.3 
As time passed, however, Hitler becqme more and more disposed 
to attack Germa.ny's Protestant bodies because of their recu;r-ring 
emphasis on the First Con'.llllandment~ On one occasion he offered the 
the following views to his close associate, Hermann Rauschning: 
111 The Protestants.haven't the f~intest conception of a church, 
You can do anything you like to them .. -they will submit •••. They 
-·-·-=-.. ~-=, ... -, ,...,.,., __ ., -·-· -,-, 
2Henri Lichtenberger, The~ Reich, trans* ,Koppel S, Pinson 
(New· York: The Gc•eystone Press, 19.37), p. 195. 
3rM.d. t p, 191, 
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are insign;i.ficant little peop1e, subm:).9sive as dogs, Hitler 
held the same contempt for the Protesta~t ch~rch leaders as he did 
for the masses, In early March, l938, du,ring a speech before the 
Reichstag, he referred to ministers as ''indolent persons who go 
abe:mt the country q'l,loting the Bible. n6 
Dependable party members were given portfolio.sin Hitlslr's 
cabinet, each minister having complete control over his department, 
Several of these Lmportant ft'Ulctionaries were in positions which 
brought them into direct ccmtact wi i;,h the Protestant ohurches, 1\.s 
loyal party members, their i~eas had to refle~t the opinions of the 
Chancello:i;,, including h;i.s pronouncements concerning Chr;i.stiani ty·. 
The statements of vari9us Ministers illustrate this similarity. On 
June 21, 1937, Paul Joseph Goebbels, R!~~-~smi~~ter for Propaganda, 
made the following statements whioh placed him in complete alignment 
with H:itle:r; 
The German nation is healthy. Only a few 
Confessional pastors and Catholic sexual criminals 
are discontented. 'l'hey want to attack the 
authority. of the state, 
Christ inst.:ructec;l them to prepare h\U11anity 
for the next world. In that field we shall not 
compete with thE?mt The pastors asse:rt that their 
mission is given to them by God, It may be, We 
have no way· of checking on their credenti13,ls. In 6 
earthly Germany, however, we r~le, and no one else. · 
That a M.gh official could make suqh statements as these left no 
doubt in the mi.nds of Evangelical Church leaders that their future 
':AJ.;Herrnann Rauschning, The Voice of Destruction (New York: G. P. 
Put1;1am I s Sons, 1940), p, ;9+~ ..---.-, -- · · 
:~.,_Manchester Gua~d:lan, 4 March 1938. P• 16.5. 
6:New Xork !ime,;'.?,, ;z2 ,June 1937, p. 11. 
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was indeed dreary, Another prominent official, Alfred Rosenberg, who 
was the official philosopher for the !hird Reich ~nd author of the 
anti .. Christian book, 'I!he ~ £!. the Twe!lti~t.h ,Ce11tur;z, emph,asized 
the Oriental background of Christianity, pointing out that it was 
unassimilable for Ju:y-ans~ He also attempted to show the fundamental 
difference between German and Ch!'istian 11mentality. 117 
Realizing the incompatib:U;ity of the Protestant Church with 
National Social:i.sm, yet hoping gradually to. attain state control of 
all religion in the Reich, H;itle:r orea:t;ed the 9ffioe of R.eichsbischof 
(State Bishop). Aqcor~ing to the constitution of the Reich Church, 
which was an attempt to unify a~l P~otestant Churches, he was to 
have complete authority over the Church and had to belong to the 
Lutheran faith, In addition, the Reichspisohof was to serve as the 
bishop of the :Esta.blished Chµ;1,49h of Prussia, He was to be select$d 
by a National Sy~od on the motion of the heads of the vario~s chu~ches,8 · 
At first ~he L~theran pastors raised little objection to the F~hrer 1 s 
plan for Church unification, On May 27, 1933, Pastor Friedrich von 
Bodelschwingh was duly a,ppointed \9.S Reichsbischof. Bodelschwingh 
was universally reoQgnized as a sincere :religious leader, and received 
support ,from the majority of the pastors. There wa$, however, a 
eertain group among the Frotestants who, being extremely nationalistic, 
considered themselves Gemnans first and Christians second. Under 
the growing infl11ence of these "German Christian" ministers, 
'.:7Liohtenberger, ~ Third !tea,g_h, p. 192. 
· 8,Bendiscioli, ~-~),g,~ Versus Qh£!,st,ianit;.x, p. 61. 
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Bodelschwingh eventually resigned under pressure. His replacement, 
Ludwig M~ller, an ex~Army Chaplain ~nd close associate of Hitler, was 
appointed to the position on September ?-7, l933.9 · After an inter"1' 
lude of four months, the Reich government ha~ succeeded in obtaining 
clandestinely a puppet of the Nazi movement as the off·icial head of 
Germany's Protestant Christendom, 
With the Chu:rch tll1dE311;' virtual ,9tate control, the Reich leaders, 
as might be expected, embanked on .a campaign to bring the beliefs 
and practices of Christianity into their proper relation with the 
Nazi Weltanschauuns; (world view). The most important effort in this 
program took place in the fall of l933 when the Nazi authorit~es 
imposed tl;J.e so ... called 11.Arya.n Paragraph" on the Reich Constitution. 
This piece of legislation prohibited non-.,Aryans from s~rvice in the 
civil administration of the state, M.any of the German Christians 
used this as a pretext for demanding the exclusion of non~Aryans 
from the ministry, and some even wante~ to deny the s~cr~ents to 
Jews. It was precisely at this point the Niem8ller took his first 
major stand against the regime. In that same eventful au.t"l.lran, he 
published a pamphlet in which he violently attacked what he :regarded 
as the blasphemous idea o.f denying to an;y- Christian the sacraments 
of the Church.10 Finally :real::i.zing the need for positive action 
against the steady intrusion on the affairs of the Church, Niemgller 
took the initiative in founding and leading an organization which 
·· 9Lichtenberger, The Thi!£ Rei,2.h, pp. 197,,.198. 
lCJnoou.ment in author 1 s personal file entitled nsentences 
Concerning the Aryan Question in the Church, 11 This document was 
sent to me upon request from Wilhelm Niem8ller. It is signed by 
Martin Niem8ller. · 
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intended to protect 1;,he Gospel of Jesus Christ from furthev J:ilazi .. 
fication. The "Pastors' .Emergency League 11 (Pfarrernotbund) came 
into existence in late September, 1933, with Niem8ller at the helm.ll' 
That this organization was a direc.t result of the notorious 11 Aryan 
Paragraph" is evident froIQ. the second point in the organization's 
credo: 11 I believe that with the 1Apyan Paragraph' being introduced 
in the Church, the confession of the Ch~rch is broken. 1~ 2 From the 
outset, members of the "Pasto;rs' En,,erg(;lnoy Leag-u.e" i~tended to 
follow their cqnscience~~sing only the gospel and the needs of 
their own congregations ~s the basis for action. In other words, 
they did not intend to be blind followers of Reichsbischof M!ller. 
From this hard core ot independent pastors there emerged two dis ... 
tinct grou.ps of Ge:rma.n Protestants; 'l;.he "Confessic:ma.l Christians", 
as opposed to the con£o:rm.ist Gl;lrman Christians ;13' ov as Pastor 
Niem8ller likeq to say, the "Confessing Church" and the 0Denying 
Church. 11 4 
Perhaps Niem3ller and his assooiates in the "Confessing Church" 
would have attempted, li.ke the German Christian$, to reach an accord 
with the stai;,e authorities had they not been aware of several 
irreconcilable differences between National Socialism and Christianity. 
While the Naz1.s were devoted to the principles of Aryan supe:riority 
Ti-'Martin Niem8llel", ~QDl U-Boat ~ Concentration Camp (London: 
W. Hodge and Co., 1939), ~51~ 
12 n · · Martin Niemoller, personal interview with the author, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 27 March 1963. 
lJ.Arth:ur s. Duncan-Jones, . .1'h2, Strug,le for Religious Freedom 1u, 
Gel'mani (London; Victor Gollancz, 1938, p. 58. 
~):!,Martin Niem8lle:r, per s9nal interY:i,ew w;i th the author, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 27 March 1963. 
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in all mattersi true Christians felt compelled to preaoh the good 
news of salvation through Christ for all men, regardless of race. 
Furthermore, the Nazi policies regarding the Jews oould not be con-
doned by followers of a religion whose roots were unmistakably founc:3, 
in Judaism·-a religion, in fact, whose primary object of worship 
was a Jew himself! Hitler's followers did not reject all of the 
teaching of Christianity. Christ was often remembered as a per= 
feet moral example, but never as a true savior of mankind. Finally, 
and perhaps fundamentally, Chri,s't,ians have traditionally professed 
the belief that, God is love; to ardent Nazis, however, the ultimate 
good was to be found in mortal struggle for the fatherland.15 As a 
result of these basic ide<;>logical conflicts, a true believer in the 
Christian faith as represented by the 11 Co11fessing Church 11 aut.o-
matically found himEJelf a,t odds with the government,. 
Pastor Niem31ler was among the first to recognize the inevitable 
hardships in sto:re for the "Confessing Church," but he would havE;J been 
the last to rec~mnend any changing of its posit~on. During a sermon 
in Junes 1934, Niem~ller emphasized the biblical verset 111 Marye1 not 1 
my brethren, if the world p.ate your' 11 As the sermon progressed, he 
told his listeners frankly that they certainly would be a hated 
minority if they remained true to the word o;f God~ Explaining his 
unpleasant prediction, he reminded the congregation that workable 
compromise with the state could not take place "for the world must 
hate the Christian fellowship; and beoa:use the fellowship, as long as 
it is a Christian fellowship, ce.nnot ha~;e, :;Lt mu.st su,ff'er at the 
15tichtenberger, ~ T~i~,.Sl Rei£h, pp. 196=197~ 
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hands of the world. n:16 Almost a year later in a similar sermon, 
Niemgller counseled his followers not to ask why they suffer. Re-
asserting his belief that the "Con!'e$sing Church" was bound to suffer, 
the pastor advised his parishioners simply to trust in God's in= 
finitely good and wise leadership. To question 1;,he justice of 
their plight would ca.use a measuring o:f' God r s thought with human 
standards, eventually making faith dependent upon earthly rewards.17 
On January 30, 1937, Pastor Niemgller's sermon had the same familiar 
ring. 11The earthly pillars of OlA'.' hope are falling away, o:qe after 
the 9ther-,.,I cannot tell you whe~:-e t,.he;rl:I is one still standing ... ..,.the 
prospects of better times are leaving 1,.1.s in the lurch •••• But 
the Lord Jesus Christ lives •• , r1l8 This was a fundamental argmnent -
of the outspoken pastor. While no one oould q.eny that the 11 Con .... 
fessing Church 11 was a prisoner of the st,qte, the Church leaders 
called for devotion to Christ in the face of uncertainty; an~ these 
same pastors intended to provide the type of leadership necessary 
to bolster the sagging morale of the raithful. 
In viEl'W of the f:;,,ct that so few r111;,mbers of the "Confessing 
Church" had hope for a voluntary change in attitude on the part of the 
government, it might seem odd that this opposition should cause the 
II Fuhrer a great amount of concern. As a matter of fact, the inability 
of the Reich to bring the minds of the faithful ~nde:r the influence 
16 Ma.J;'tin Niem~hler, First £$,mman~e~ (London: William Hodge 
and Co., 1937), p. ~11. 
17 · · Ibid., pp. 176=180. 
18Martin Niemlhler, 
Eiga,~ Sermons (New York: 
Corp., 1941), p. 138. 
16 
of National Socialism's anti-Christian propaganda was a constant 
source of embarrassment for the leaders. It was a graphic illustration 
to the entire world that Hitler could not succeed with the totalitarian 
project of placing religion in a position s'U.bordinate to, and in 
support of, the Nazi statee True, brute force could have ended the 
religious opposition, but the Nazi Party did not want to magn:i,fy 
Germany's image as a police state among the Western pow~rs. The answer 
to Hitler's dilemma seemed to l::i.e in the t;i,ieq. and proven tactic of 
legal infiltration resulting in ultimate domination. The German 
C:hristia.n~ seemec,l well suited for the task. 
The Ge;rman Christians had been officially organized in Prussia 
on June 6, 1932, that is. prior to Hitler's ass~ption of authority 
in 1933, The idea aehieved i,mme4iate popularity, q~iokly attracting, 
among others, the nation's future Reiahsbischof, Ludwig M{luer.:,i.,. 
Although the ultimate goal of this group was to rid Christianity of 
many of its basic beliefs, the leaders of the German Christians made 
no attempt to hide their feelings. In a meeting at the Berlin 
Sportspalast on November 7, 1933, spokesmen for the movement defined 
their basic aims in excitable speeches~ Above all; the Fiili.rer 
represented the supreme law in religious matters as well as those of 
the state. Realizing that this rejection of the First Commandment 
would be unacceptable to large numbers, the German Christians attempted 
to broaden their appeal by extolling the virtues of Germany's famed 
Reformation leader. Only by creating a truly German Christian 
Church could Luther• s hope of complete separation from the ''Oriental 
· l.9J:.ichtenberger, ~ Third Reich, p. 194 .. 
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Materialism" of the Roman Church be fulfilled. The teachings of 
Judaism found in the Old Testament as well as all Jewish influence 
on the New Testament were to be eliminated from the German religion. 
The exact method for carrying out this project was never explained. 
Finally, the German Christians called for the expurgation of all 
symbols of human weakness from their religion. Worthy of such treat-
m.ent was the phras,e in the Lord1 s Prayer which asked for deliverance 
from evil. This plea was considered 11 synonymous with renunciation 
of the vital struggle'' and "unworthy of an heroic heart. 11 Similarly 
the idea of the suffering Christ was totally unacceptable to the new 
11 Christian11 religion of the Arya.no This .feeling is evident in tl').e 
statement of Dr. Reinhold Krause, the most fanatic exponent of the 
new faith, in which he announced that "'We reject the crucifix, we 
wish an heroic Christ. t nJ20 
The existing dichotomy in the Evangelical Church was not reduced 
with the passage of time~ As late as February 13, 19.37; the Reichs-
ministe1• for Church Affairs, Hans Kerr 1, made the following statement . 
showing the impossibility of agreement between the opposing theofogies. 
Christ must be taught according to th~ laws 
of our.own time and place • .,g. ~ • Bishop LClemens 
Augu.sif von Galen and Dr. LWilhelril Zoellner 
wanted to bring home to me what Christianity 
really was, namely that is was a question of the 
acknowledgment of Jesus as the Son of God. That 
is ridiculous, quite imessentiaL There has now 
arisen a new authority as to what Christ and 
Christi~nity rzflly is. This new authority is 
Adolf H:t. tle:r. -
2'0ibid., P~ 199. 
2;tDuncan~Jones~ The §.Vuggle for Religious Freedom ~ 9"£:rNanL 
p. JOO" 
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The first organized oppqsition to the encroachment of these alien 
ideas into the Christian community was Niem8ller1 s "Pastors' Emergency 
League." The second major event in the growing church struggle was 
the synod of pastors belonging to the "Confessing Church" which met 
in Ba;rmen, in May, 1934. Outstanding churchmen from every state in 
Germany were in attendance. The climax of this meeting was the 
publication of 11The Six Principles of the Synod of Barmen," signed by 
the 138 pastors and bishops that h~d taken part in the conference •. 
The issuance of this docum,ent represented a rare and courageous event 
in Hitler's Germany: open and public opposition to a goal sanctioned 
by the government. 
In this declaration the position ot Christ as the one and only 
savior of mankind wa.s reaffirmed and the Nazi dam.and of total sub-
mission to state control was rejected. According to the first of 
the "Six Principles," 11The heresy is refuted that the state, over and 
above its special task should and can peeome the single and total 
regulator of hu,ma.n life and thus also fulfill the vocation Qf the 
Church. n?2 Again in Maroh, 193.5, the 11 Conf~ssing Church~' held another 
Synod,, this time at Dahlem, in which they reaffirmed the Barmen 
Declaration and aaoused the government o:f,' introducing myths of blood• 
race, and soil into the Christi~n ~el~gion.i3 In both meetings, 
Pastor Niem311er was one of the most outspoken proponents of these 
indictments of Nazi leadership. As a result o:f,' his role, Niemgller 
became both the spiritual leader of the opposition and primary tal'iget 
24Paul autehinson, "The Strange Case of Pastor Niem8ller," The 
Atlantic Month;i.,y, CLX (Oct •. 1937), p • .519. · 
:2Ji.iahtenberger, The' Third Reigh, p. 201. 
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for future reprisal by the Gestapo, 
A ff ""s.the lead,er of the outspoken "Confessing Churoh, 11 Niemoller 
faced three distinct struggles. While the difficulties with the 
government and the German Christians were the most obvious, the third 
problem was offered by that group of Lutherans who wished to remain 
neutral. They presented a more subtle concern for the Dahlem Pastor. 
He quoted the scriptures to illustrate t~e futility of well-wishers 
who wanted to remain outwardly neutral: 1HHe .that is not with me 
is against me;·and he that gathereth not with me scattereth.'" During 
the same sermon he rephrased the admonition in a somewhat more 
fitting manner for an ex-naval offieer: "In this struggle service 
behind the lines does not count ~s active service. 11,24· 
While leading his flock in its time of crisis may have been 
Niem81ler's most di!ficu:t.t prQblem, his inevitable estrangement from 
'Ghe state was his greatest risk. After a little over two years of 
watchful waiting, the government embarked on a series of measures 
which were tmdou,btedly designed t9 strike the "Confessing Church" 
its death blow. First in the s~ries of attempts to destroy the 
opposition was the creation of the Ministry of Church .Affairs on 
July 19, 193.5, with Kerrl as Reichsminister~j Kerrl was to remain 
in this position t~roughout the period of Niem8ller's opposition.· 
Kerrl's solution to the division between German and "Confessing" 
Chlf.istians within the Evangelical Church was to establish a Reich 
Church Committee, composed, of representatives f:-om both fact;lons, 
~rti.n NiemlJller, Q2g, ~ Hz. F"3.hrer, PP• 163-169 • 
. a.5Nonr.1an~ H. Baynes,, ed., The Speeches .2! Adolf Hitler: April, 
1922-A:qgyst, !2..J.2. (London: Oxford University Press, 1942), Vol,. I, p.3.5.5. 
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but appointed by the Church Affairs Ministry. This Church Committee, 
through a series of local committees, was to have complete control of 
the entire Evangelical Chu;.rch.·26 The idea seemed fair enough to J:l).Ost, 
including a large nuiuber of "Confessing" Pastors; but in reality the 
committees were nothing more than an attempt to hoodwink the ministers, 
thereby allowing the government to consolidate its control over 
Church. Niem81ler, who by this .time could be counted on to oppose 
any such a.ttempt of state. interference, did not mince words in 
denouncing the idea~ The outspoken pastor called the effort at recon~ 
ciliation between German and 11 Confessing 11 Christians an attempt to 
create a church made up of 11 r moderate Christians on the one hand and 
moderate heathens on the other,,w27 In February, 1936, Niem~ller 
published a pamphlet entitled "The State Church Has Arrived!," which 
was suppressed by the police. Niemgller held that the committees 
. . 381 
had no authority since they Wl;'Jl"'e appointE;ld by the state, not the Church. ·' 
While NiemSller had achieved some success tn disrupting Kerrl's idea, 
he had also, from the government's point of view, committed one more 
intolerable act. 
On December· 2, 193.5, the ~istry of Church Affairs issued a 
decree which further restricted the autonomy of the Evangelical Church. 
By this decree, the governing bodies of the 11 Confe$sing Church 11 lost 
their administrative power. No longer were the Brotherhood Councils 
.Z6:Duncan~Jones, ~ Struggle ~ Religious Freedom 1u, Germany, 
p. 116. 
zi~ ~~Times, 1 March 1937, p. 9~ 
2~Duncan~Jones, ~ Struggle ~ Religious Freedom ·i,u German;%:, 
·p. 116. 
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allowed to ordain and e;xam:1.ne candidates for the ministry, inspect 
parishes, or convoke synods. While the Councils' memberships remained 
intact, these bo~es no longer controlled the functions of their own 
Ohurch_25f 
In the final days before the arrest of the straightforward pastor, 
the government took one further step in the restriction on "Con-
fessing Church" activities by placing severe limitations on their 
finances,. Shortly before July l, 19:37, Dr. Wilhelm. Frick, Reiohs ... 
minister of the Interior, decreed it a or:ime for any individual to 
contribute money to the Confessional Synod. Whil$ the decree was 
often violated, it had the desired effect of further reducing the 
financial base Qf Niem:ller• s Chureht30 < On the day before,. l(:errl 
had issued a. decree stating that the revenue for all the churches of 
Germ.any- was to come from a uni.form tax required of all Germans, 
· with the exception of those who had seceded f'I,om the~r church.3l 
Naturally the two purposes Qf this d.ec;ree wel:"e to :redu,ee and control 
the gp:urch' s income, and to enoo-u,rage more people to leave the C:h'Qrch. 
From that t;izn.e on, all cl:).urch e~enditures, includi,ng :pastors' 
salaries, had to be approved by Kerrl or a member of his staff. 
As a result of these government attempts to thwart the program 
of Niem8ller and his associates, ma:ny pastors were faced with the 
choice of breaking the law or sacrificing their principles. Many, 
II like Niemoller, chose the former. Norm.ally the viola.tors received 
29,Lichtenberger~ The Third Reich, p. 202. _.....,.. ............. ....._, 
30Harold E. Fey, "'The Chri~tian Church Says 
Centm, LIV (Sept. l, 1937), p,·).067. 
Not," The Christian - . 
:3+The Manchester Q:tl!rdia~, 2 July 1937, P• 4. 
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some form of punishment rangi~g from a mild admonition to confinement 
in a concentration ca.mp. The authorities, nevertheless, tried to 
conceal the number of arrests, but Niem8ller would not allow this,act. 
'fhe first recorded sermon in which Niem8ller in.formed his con-
gregation of the rough treatment of churchmen by state authorities was 
given in October, 1934, when he recounted the story of the rightful 
n ~~ 
Bishop of Wurttemb~rg who had been unlawft;U.ly deposed from officef4 
A£ter this inltial exposure, Niem811er continued to make public 
reference to the arrest of church leaders whenever he felt it necessary. 
But the public announcement of injustice was not en~mgh. On April 
?, 1935, Niemgller held a divine service of interoession on behalf 
of "five Protestant pas-tors .from Hesse and Saxony, who have been taken 
away from their congregat~ons and put in _the concentration ca.mp,. ,33 
He emphasized again and again the growing number of unfair arrests 
of the nation's clergy. 
In the perspective of the story of the Gertil&n Church struggle, 
II . 
Pastor Niemoller must be regarded as only the most famous of the 807 
11 Confessing 11 pastors arrested in the fateful year- of 1937)4 'Yet, 
. II 
with all due respect to his associates, Niemoller's personal conm 
fliots with the authorities received the attention of the world, and 
for this reason deserve closer examination. 
"J2Martin Niemgller, First Commandment, pp. 131 ... 132. 
33Ib;;,.d., p. l75. 
34The Manchester Guardian, 28 Jan. 1938, p. 65. 
CHAPTER III 
11 
PASTOR NIEMOLLER VERSUS THm NAZI STATE 
Pastor NiemSller began to speak out against the Nazi movement 
only after the selection of Ludwig M;ller as Reichsbischof. While 
he was still a staunch supporter of the National Socialist approach 
It to Germany's political position, the appointment of Muller caused 
the Dahlem pastor to become a deter.mined opponent of state inter-
ference in the prerogatives· of the Evangelical Church. n Niemoller's 
pulpit of Christ Chu.roh in :Dahlem was the forum he utilized most 
often in his attacks on the government. Parish members and visitors 
could depend on hearing weekly sermons which almost without ex-
ception contained a serious charge against the Nazi authorities. 
11 . 
Following the Ger.man co~apse in 1945. Niemoller was asked to state 
the general issues about which he made public protests against the 
government. He replied, 
I pointed to the falsified Church elections, 
to the lies of GQebbels' propaganda, to the 
systematic destruction of Church a.nd'Church life, 
to the persecution of the Jews, to the education 
of party me:mbe-rs and leaders, inciting them to 
enmity towards the Church, the Bible and the 
Christian way of life; and I tried to show in 
nay sermons how all this was bound to lead our 
country and people to ruin.l - · 
lMartin Niem8ller, Ot Guilt and H)pe, trans. Renee Spodheim 
(New York: Philosophioa.lLibra.ry, 1947, p. 73. 
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Throughout 1933, the first of the one thousand years promised by 
the Third aeich, Niemgller's sermons CQntained recurring questions 
a~out the ideology of National Socialism. One such idea was that 
Germany would have to pass through misery in order to attain ~lory. 
The German Christians had used the story of the crucifixion as an 
example of the path which the fatherlanq would inevitably follow, 
It was simply a "false conclusion," he ~aid, to say that "Christ 
had to suffer to fulfill his np.ss~on, therefore our nation, too, 
! 
must tread the· path of sorrow in order to reach :its destination. 112 
During a subsequent sermon in that same year, Niem8ller made a direct 
attack on the attempt by the Nazis to impose their Weltanschauuns on 
the German nation. He told his listeners that under this new. 
guiding principle, people no longe:.i:i· felt a need for, the gra.c.a of 
Ch,rist. "We turn," h,e said, "to our own particular creed and, if . 
need be, change this into.a sort of Christian sugar-icing, calling 
it 'view of life,• 'welfare work,' 'politics,' 'ethics,' '.~eligion,t 
and what nott 113 After such a stinging rejection of a vital part 
of the philosophical justification by the Nazis for dictatorship, 
. 
" Niemoller obviously became a man for the ~stapo to watch. 
. ff 
By 1934, Pastor Niemoller had begun to make public reference 
to the existing split in the Evangelical Church, despite the gov~rn~ 
It ment 1 s attempts to promote unification under Reichsbischof Muller. 
f.l 
In a sermon in Junet Niemoller said that no longer could the Church 
and nation be regarded as one. But this was not all, unfortunately, 
2Martin Niem8ller. First Co'm!llandment, p. 14. 
3Ibid., p. 34. 
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as the Church itself was also truly divided. Lamenting these cir~ 
cumstances, Niem&ller said, "no one really wanted it Lthe division 
of the Evangelical Church!, but nobody is able to prevent it. 11 
It is apparent from the tone of the sermon that Niem8ller preferred 
continued separation to union with the German Christians. 4 
In the fall of that year, Niem811er preached a sermon in which 
he again criticized a popular idea of the 11Denying Church." By that 
time several ministers were advocating the theory that if the 
German citizen were both as socialistic and nationalistic as the 
Fuhrer, they would become Christians automatically. Niemgller could 
not tolerate the substitution of Hitler for Christ as a pattern for 
living. Assailing the German citizens for their growing conceit 
and reminding them of their ultimate need for humility before their 
Savior, he told his congregation that "Our salvation does not lie 
in the fact that we are satisfied with ourselves and have given 
ourselves up to the alluring fancy that God, too, will surely be 
Sc:).tisfied with us. o ... 11 5 But the Reich leaders had, through every 
means available, reminded their subjects that pure kyans had no 
inferior qualities; thus humility, suitable only for a member of 
an inferior race, was impossible. 
With the coming of the New Year, Niem8ller felt compelled to 
make an attack upon point twenty=four of the NSDAp6 program, which 
called for a "Positive Christianityo 11 Niem811er felt that both 
4Ibid~, p. 108~109. 
5Ibid 0 , P• 1460 
6Na t:i.onal Socialist German Workers 1 Party. 
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the government and a substantial number of Lutherans regarded 
"Positive Christianity" as a form of worship which ''helps us to 
realize and to stabilize our great aim of a united, strong and proud 
nation." As an added insult to the anti=Semitic Nazis, the out= 
spoken pastor compared the "Positive Christianityr1 of Nazi Germany 
to the attitude of t.he Jews at Christ's time. Li.ke the If Positive 
Ch:ristiansJ' the Jewish nati.on "was :ready to approve of its Messiah 
just as long and as far as it thought it could gain some advantage 
for its own plans and aims f.bom Him, His words and His deeds. 11 
He further pointed out that "Positive Christians 11 disseminated 
Jesus' preaching.when moral heroism was demanded and emphasized 
Christ 1 s personality in which this heroism 11has found its perfect 
realization in service, sacrifice, and devotiona 1l Conversely, the 
11 Positive 11 German Christians :regarded the presentation of man's 
sin, Christ's grace, and God's forgiveness as "Negative Christianity." 
Finally, Niem8ller put forth the question which he felt all 
Christians in Germany mu.st answer: "Do we want a Christianity 
which we can use to further our own plans and aims or do we want 
the Lord Jesus Christ, Who reveals the plans and aims of God to us?" 
The pastor of Christ Church at Dahlem was determined to help people 
make up their minds to choose the second alternative in this 
proposition, regardless of what the government leaders might think 
of his methods~? 
On February 3~ 193.5, Niem811er delivered a sermon entitled 
"Power," which showed that while he had respect for the Nazi leaders 
7Martin Niemgl.ler, Here Stand n (Chicago: Willett, Clarke 
and Co., 1937), pp. 193e-olW.-
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and the government, he would never be able to consider Adolf Hitler 
as his true master. During his address, he reminded his congregation 
that "it is the gmrernment of the Emperor Ner.o which the Apostle 
LPau:;;J has before his eyes when he writes: 'There is no power but 
of God. 111 That Hitler was, like all other mortals, subject to the 
will of God, was implicit in this statement. Niem811er logically 
proceeded to ask .fo:r God 1 s guidance :for the Cha,ncellor .8 
Regax0dless of N:lem8ller' s acceptance of Hitler as leader of the 
state, his objections against the anti=Ch:ristian policies of the 
movement, as well as the groundsfor these objections, became more 
numerous during 19J6. In a sermon on October 25, Niemgller :read a 
Biblical parable in which a king expelled a wedding guest because 
he had not worn the proper garment to a wedding fe~st 
II 
Nie:moller 
foresaw a similar fate for Germany. He hinted that the government, 
while telling the people to work out their own salvation, but not 
necessarily through the established Churcht was advocating the 
wearing bf an i:mpr.ope:r 11garment. 11 
ff 
According to Niemoller, the in-
di vidual wears the correct "garment 11 only when he belongs to and 
works in Christ1 s bride, the Church. In this same sermon, Niem8ller 
emphasized the incident in the parable when the king destroyed a 
city bec.s..use its leaders did not heed his wedding invitation, 9 and 
he pointed out that the same fate awaited Germany unless she heeded 
God's invitation to salvation. nrt is easy, 11 he said, 11t.o draw 
conclusions regarding the punishment which threatens our nation if 
8Martin Niemg11er, First Commandment, pp. 151=156,, 
9Matthew 21. 1=14. 
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it does not or will not heed the calL 11 lO Such an admonition would 
be perfectly innocuous in most societies, but to all ardent Nazis 
such statements as these were indicative of cowardice and showed a 
lack of faith in the leadership principle. To some they indicated 
treason. 
One idea generally upheld by Nazi theorists was that the 
German person could by some mystical method achieve immortality 
through the Ge.rm.an nation. Naturally, Pastor Niemgller rejected 
this idea as simply one more aspect of Nazi neo-paganism. 11 No :ro,an, 11 
said Niemi11er, 11 believes what is being said today ••• : namely, 
that we live on forever in the life of the German nation. 1111 
Both the German Ch:ristii:\ns and the Nazi neo-pagan movementJ2 
intensified their attacks on the "Confessing Church" as the months 
went by. Again and again they pressed their attack against the 
Judaic foundations of Christianity·, and the teaching of the "Rabbi" 
PauL In his sermon for December 20,. 1936, Niem8ller directly 
confronted their slanders, calling them attacks on Christ. But 
by January 30, 1937 1 a day which was celebrated throughout all 
Germany as the fourth anniversary of the Third Reich, Niem8ller 
at obvious personal risk delivered a sermon entitled "Retrospect, 11 
in which he recounted the injustices that Christ's Church had 
lOMartin Niem811e:r, God h J11:. Filhrer, pp. 20~2.5. 
llibid., p. 56. 
12This was a group under the leadership of Field Marshall 
Erich Ludendor.ff that wished to return to the religion of the pre-
Christian Teutonic tribes. While they enjoyed the support of 
several Nazi personages, they were never a real threat to the 
numerical superiority of' the Christian churches., 
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suffered in the past four years. The hero of this sermon was the 
Apostle Paul, and NiemSller advised his congregation that"• •• we, 
like Paul, must be concerned with the one thing for which no price 
is too high: namely that Christ alone shall be preached,n 1'3 
In the six months before his arrest, from New Year's Day, 1937, 
Pastor Niem8ller made more and more frequent assaults on the anti-
Christian ideology of National Socialism, In his sermon for February 
7, 1937, he vehemently criticized the Nazi belief that the welfare 
of the nation was the highest aim. His Biblical text showed how the 
Sadducees and Pharisees had followed this principle when they 
decided to kill Jesus in order to protect the Jewish people and 
nation from Roman intervention. To Niemgller, this incident was 
the best· proof that by following the doctrine of 11 'Whoever ( or what-
ever) is useful to the nation is good, 111 we no longer follow what 
is ":right" or 11 true, 11 "When we place any ideal higher than truth--
though it be the best and highest aim, though we call it 'nation' 
or 1 church1 --we are deadly certain to come into more and more 
L serious conflict with Him who says: 1 I am the truth. 1111 ~ His 
flock probably had no trouble understanding that their pastor 
could not sacrifice the 11truth 11 of Christianity to the theories 
and practices of National Socialism. 
A cursory examination of Niem811er' .s sermon for April 24 
might give the impression that he had truly given up in his struggle 
to keep the 11 truth 11 of Christ alive in his nation. The hopelessness 
13Ibid. * p. 137. 
14Ibid., pp, 144-145. 
of the Church seems impl;l.cit in the following questions: "Who 
today, I ask you, still dares to hope for a happy ending to the 
cause of Jesus Christ in our nation? Who can muster up enough 
confidence to believe in ~uch ·an ending7 11'15 The answer was 
Niem&ller himself. He never hoped to "win" the struggle with 
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Nazism, in 1the usua~ sense of the word, because of their over-
whelming phy sio,al power. Yet, with his characteristically simple 
faith he always 1'-.new that his cause, based on faith in Christ, 
would be the ultimate victor. It was this faith which drove him 
to take grater a:nd greater risks, and eventually sustained h:lm 
throughout his long :imprisomnent. 
Ni~mgllert-s sermons for June convey a feelirig of urgency. 
Perhaps he was awa.re somehow of the nearness of his arrest. In a 
brief, frantic statement on June 19, he su.ocess.fully defined the 
diametrical positions of his views and those of the .~ate. "We 
must not-... for Heaven's sake-- make a Germ.an Gos~·el ou.t of the 
Gospel; we must not-~for Heaven's sake--rnake a German Church out of 
Christ• s Church; we must not.,,.,,.for God's sake--make German Christia.:qs 
out of the Evangelical Christi.ans t 11 6 No one else in Germ.any ever 
made public statements which were more opposed to the wishes of 
" " the Fuhrer and his henchmen than those of Pastor Niemoller. This 
quotation indicates the irreconcilable difference between Niem8ller 
and the authorities, and so does another statement from his last 
sermon be.fore his arrest, given on June 27, 1937. Again he 
lSlbid., p .. 20.5. 
16 . Ibid., PP• 276=277. 
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represents the underlying theme of all his sermons for the last four 
and one-half years. 11We abide and shall continue to abide by this 
rule: God must be obeyed, rather tl:ian man. n 17 
While Niem8ller was in open disagreement with the government 
concerning political ideology and the state•s relation with the 
Chu:r.·ch, it is conceivable that the authorities might have left well 
enough alone had he limited himself to the realm of ideas., But 
Niem8ller was not a man to refrain from expressing himself on any 
matter~ If he saw that gover:nment functionaries were in need of 
11pastoral care/' he did not hesib,te to discuss their problems 
publicly, even if it meant correcting the Ffuirer himself. At times, 
II 
Niemoller hurled stinging insults at high party members, each such 
incident being carefuJ,ly noted and reported by Gestapo spies. 
Niem8ller, feeling a sense of mission to his parish, almost never 
faltered in his program of seeking the truth and giving light to 
those with whom he was associated. As Pastor he had to guard the 
flock, warning them of danger and showing the way to safety~ 11 I see 
the danger and woe unto me if I should sa.y to you~ 'Peace, Peaceftnl8 
One such warning came on January 9; 1937, when he cautioned 
his congregation concerning the hazards involved in putting too 
much faith in Hitler. He reminded them that for ages men had dreamt 
of and hoped for a Savior, but few had stopped to think that the 
Savior might be Jesus of Nazareth. Deriding Nazi faith in Hitler, 
Niemgller reminded his listeners that "Today men talk with 
1,.., . . r, 
rMart1n N:i.emolle:r, "Valedictory, 11 ~ Livtng Age, CCCLIII 
(Nov. 1937), p. 216. 
18Martin Niem8ller, First Commandment, p. 110. 
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" the exuberance of religious veneration about the Fuhrer of our 
nation, who has taught us to have faith once again. But Jesus of 
Nazareth? 11Jl9 While Niemtlller freely admitted that Hitler had restored 
Germany's self con:f:i.4ence, he did not think tha.t Hitler was a sub~ 
stitute for the risen Christ. 
While Hitler was the object of a large share of Niemgller's 
more direct adversa:r.'y $ On June 17, 1937, in a sermon at Dahlem, 
• If 
N1.emcille1~ pointed t,, the ridiculousness of having Kerrl in this 
position. 11 'The Reich Chtt!'ch Minister regards faith in Jesus Christ 
as an absurd side issue, and his right hand man, his State Secretary, 
announced his resignation from the Church just a week before he was 
called to his post. These are the men who now govern the Protestant 
Chu.:rc:h in Germany~ 1 11 a) 
Two days later,, Niernglle:r" resumed the attack, this time agatnst 
Hitler. He recalled that Hitler had promised to safeguard Church 
prerogatives, yet only recently the right to take collection had been 
abrogated by governmerrt decree. 
ii 
He asked simply, "Does the Fuhrer1 s 
word still hold good?" Such a question would have bee.n adequate 
grounds for irnprisomnent in the Nazi state, even if left unanswered. 
Ii 
But thi.s subtle questioning of the Fi.ihrir,r' s integ:r:l.ty would not 
satisfy the pastor. He left nci doubt &.bout his opinion of Hitler, 
however, in the next statement: 
19 " " 
.l,. Martin Niemoller, §2.s!, il ~ Fuhrer., p. 109. 
20!~ N.e~"ti ~ ~, 18 June 1937, p. 1. 
As long as one man is left in prison, as long 
as one man remains evicted, as long as one man is 
forbidden to speak because he has replied to 
attacks against the Church or because he has quite 
clearly called desertion of the faith desertion, 
or has been put in prison for collecting offerings, 
the question a.s to whether the word of 1-he FiLJ.i.rer 
holds good is answered in the nrsgative ,<:.l 
But Niem81ler's indictment apparently in no w.ay changed Hitler's 
help Niem8ller as events soon p:rovedo 
33. 
Pastor Niem8ller' s fe..me was prima.rily at:tributable to his bold 
se~rmons, but he was also involved in other 1.ncidenta 1tihich were 
E1qu.ally important in his elevation as the s;ymbol of the Germa.n 
Church struggle~ Important among these events 1,,ras the above mentioned 
Synod of Barmen, and its Declaration}22 Another such development 
was the submission of a memorandum to Hitler on June 4, 1936, which 
contained a series of specific grievances and was signed by ten 
11 Confessing Chul"'ch" pastors, including Niem8llero This docUlllent 
was extremely polite to the F./lhrer, but by adhering to it, the pastors 
virtually signed their own wa:rra,nts for arrest. The following 
quotation J.llustrates the fr·ank tone of the message o It was in a 
section which accused Hitler of aL1owing himself to be revered in a 
manner th.'c:1.t was reserved for God alone Q 
It :.ts only a few yE,ars ago that the Ffill:rer 
himself disapp1•oved ofjJ.is picture being placed on 
Evangelical altars .. LApparently by now they had 
reappea:redJ His judgment is ta.ke1'1 to be the 
standard unrestrainedly today not only in political 
decis:i.ons but also in regard to morality and 
21Martin Niemgller, ~ k !1z: F'U.hre:r., po 273. 
22see p. 18. 
justice in our people, and he himself is vested 
with the dignity of the national priest, and 2 
even of the mediator between God and the peopleo ,j 
Although the pastors never received a reply to thi.s memorandum, 
its content, tone and sig:natur~s suggest that it p~obably made an 
:important impressiicm on Hitl~ro 
" The memorandum. to the Fuhrer was an open invitation for 
reprisal, but at least Niemgller kn~w that in this instance he was 
not alone as on previous oocasionsa An outstanding demonstration 
of bis new position had taken plaoe on January 2.5, 1934, when Niemgller 
had his oply opportunity to present his views to Hitler in a personal 
confrontation. On this date, Dro Wilhelm Frick called a group of 
Church leaders to the chancellery to discuss problems concerning 
Reichsbischof M~ers 
ff 
The pastors would not recognize Muller•.s au ... 
thority and they intended to propose that he go on a. leave of absence 
and that August Marahre:ns, Bishop of Hanover!I be appointed the "temporary 
administrator a" Present at the ccmference were Hitler, Frick, MlliJ.er, 
eight rep;resentati ves of the Ger.man Christians and an equ.a.l number of 
"Confessing" Christian~inoluding Pastor Niem.~llere24 Just as the meeting 
was about to begin, Hemann G:rl.ng rushed into the room with a wax recording 
of a telephone t1ionversation earlie1• that day between NiemSller and an MSO= 
oiate, and asked the Fffiirer for per.missi~n to play ito By doing so he in~ 
tended to prove that Niem~l1er could never be trustedo There are 
· 23Arthu.r Co Cochrane, The Church's Confession Under Hitler, Po 278, 
(Appendix X, entitled, "Memorandum Submitted to Chancellor Hitler11 June 4, 
1936 .. )., 
24Dun<llan=Jones, ~ -~t~ £$.: ~Ji:!2M !!~~ ~ ,germasy, p., 70e 
3'.5 
two conflicting versions of what the recording actually contained. 
A. S. Duncan-Jones believes the following quotation to be the exact 
recorded words of Pastor Niemgller: 
We have laid our mines; we have sent our 
memorial to the Relchspresident Lvon Hindenbu.r~; 
we have given things a favorable turn. Before 
the conversation on church affairs today the 
Chancellor will have had a lecture from the 
B.eichspr~_gident and received from him extreme 
unctio:no .. 
In a more recent book, Diet.mar Schmidt declares that the telephone 
rang just as Niem8llel" was leaving for the conference. The caller 
was another 11Con.fessing Churchrr pa,sto:r, wanting to know what Nie:m.811er 
thought would be the result of the impending meeting. Niem;ller 
was in a hurry and told his companion that he expected Hitler to 
dismiss the Reichsbischof. Niem8ller then added that he under-
stood that Frick desired a peaceful solution and had, therefore, 
called on Hindenburg for his support. At this point in the conver-
sation, Schmidt says, 11Niemgller's secretary called into the mouth .. 
piece: e •• 'and to make him give Hitler extreme unction! You 
must let Pastor Niemdller go now, or he will be late to the oon-
fereneettn26 
Regardless of who had actually uttered this insulting metaphor, 
G8ring' s antic produced t.he desired effect. Hitler immediately went 
into a fit of rage, soundly berating the stunned pastor and 
4'Ma.rtin Niemgller, ~ U-.Boat i2, Concentration Camp, (Appendix 
by A. S. Dunca.n~Jones), p. 255. 
126schm.idt, Pastor Niemgller, pp. 92 ... 9:3. The account of Duncan-
Jones seems the more plausible because if a secretary really did 
shout into the mouthpiece. the recording would have shown that it 
was not actually Niemgller•s voice. 
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eventually "stormed out of the room, screaming that people like 
Niemgller were incapable of offending him.'~? But Niem:ller later 
recalled that in the midst of the confusion, he had managed to have 
the last word. "We will not stop watching over our people," 
II . 
Niemoller said, "and nobody, not even yourself, will be able to 
deprive us of this responsibility. 1128 · That same evening, eight 
Gestapo men ransacked Niemgller's parsonage, se~rching for information 
whioh would prove that he had been engaged in illegal relations 
with foreign individuals as Gbring had earlier charged at the inter-
view, and, of course, they found nothing.29 But Hitler was not 
to forget this face-to-face encounter with his outspoken critic. 
Ii 
Niemoller said that .from that time on, "'nobody dared to speak to him 
La.bout m~7 or to use my name in his presence. 1130 
Within the year Niem;ller was once\'a.g(in .at odds with the state 
authorities. Reichsbisohof M~ller, hoping to silence Niemgller 
permanently, placed him on a compulsory pension and forbade the 
community to allow him to conduct services in the parish church. 
II . 
Muller's decree had little immediate effectt however, as the church 
n1embers disregarded the forced retirement. 
II 
Niemoller took a daring 
· step at this point. when he decided to bring the case before a court 
to test the validity of the Re·ichsbischo:£' 1 s authority. This could 
27E. Sinclair Hertell, 11 Niemgller, 11 ~ Christian Cent;w::y:, LIV 
(July 14, 1936), P• 896. 
28Ma:rt:i.n NiemSller, .Qt Guilt ~ Hope, p. 71. 
29w:i.lhelm NiemSller, Macht Geht Vor Recht: Der Prozess Martin 
Niemgllers (Munich: Christian Kar;;r'"17e'rlag, 1952)';' Po 20. 
30:Martin Niemgller, personal interview with the author, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 27 March 19630 
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be done only.by suing h,is parish f9r paynieni;, of his full salary. 
The court ultimately deqided w;tth Niem8ller, thereby delivering~ 
severe blow to the new Ohurch leaders ) 1 The first "Trial of 
Pastor ~rtin NiemS11er 11 had, therefore, b~ought absolute victory 
to the frank man of God, 
II 
By the year 1937 Niemoller's position had become almost in-
tolerable. Several incidents took place ;f'rom January to July which 
now seem to have been harbiw{Prs of the Pastor's ultimate arrest for 
his troublesome acts. In a speech on FebrU,;1.ry l3, 1937, Hans Kerrl 
left no doubt in the minds of bis listeners that the pastor would 
collide with the policies of the ~brer, 
for instance, ~iem&ller says at Dahlem; 
11It is intolerable when 
II •Our Fuhrer is the Golden 
Calf arolll'ld which our people danoe,' 11' 2 In the spring, Niem8ller 
had another br~sb with the authorities. He and his "Confessing 
Church" associate, Frie9,rich Pibelius, jointly pu,.blished a pamphlet 
entitled "We Sutrm1on Germ.any to God," which expressed thei:i;, complete 
lack of confidence i:n the gove:r:nmentTs oft repeated p:z,omise to 
allow autonomy in the Church~ On April 8, a:J;.l availaQle copies of 
this document were seized by the Gestapo,33 On May 14, as a result 
II 
of his constant insubordination, Niemol].er was ordered by the 
Church authorities to ~e.frain indef~nitely from preaching. He was 
given no specific explanation for the action/3L1- Consistent with 
Blwilhelm Niemgller;· Macht Geht Vo£ Re~ht, p. 17. 
J2?m1oan .. Jones, The Struggl~ For Reli3.ious Freedom.~ Germar:.y, 
(Appendi:x:: .Spee oh by KeX";rl), p. 3'5z':" 
:nThe ~ York Times, 9 Apr::tj:::,1937, p~ 14, 
'?4!bid .. , 15 March 1937, P• J. 
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their reaction to a similar prohibition in 1934, his parishioners 
II 
paid no attention to the ::itate demands, and Niemoller cont:i.nued to 
deliver his troublesome sermons. 
, II 
The fact that Niemoller continued to oppose openly the Nazi 
infringement on ChtU'ch prerogatives and still avoid permanent arrest 
may seem baffling~ However, even Adolf Hitler, like any other 
dictator, was limited in his freedom of actions. He probably would 
have relished the idea of gett.ing :dd of Niemolle:r as soon as he 
began to attack the state and its leaders on religious grounds. But 
the Fuhrer realized that even he needed public support, and to arrest 
and imprison Niem;ller without legal grounds would have caused un-
told harm to Nazi pre~rtige, especially among Ch:r-istians of all 
faiths who did not fi;tlly support the movement. Likewise, Hitler 
felt compelled to represent Germany to the world as a nation worthy 
of respect. That is why the pastors who sent the famous memorandum 
to him in 1936 escaped il1l.11).ediate arrest. At the time of this 
appeal the Berlin Olym~ics, with all their propaganda overtones, 
were in ftW-1 swing. The eyes of the world were focused on Germany 
and Hitler, therefore, gave orders not to arrest any pastors during 
the festivities, as this might leave a negative impression on the 
foreign visitors •. 35 
Another consideratiqn which l:i,mited Hitler's freedom of action 
was his need for the support of various prominent Germans, many of 
whom had been well known in milita~, diplomatic, or other circles 
35Birger Forell, nNational Soc!ialism and the Protestant Churches 
in Germany," ~urice Baumont, John H* E. Fried, and Edmond Vermeil, 
editors, The Third Reich; (New Yoric: Frederick .A. Prt:l.eger, 19.55), 
p. 823. ,. . . .. . . 
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long before the Nazi Revolutton. A significant number among them 
II had a great deal of respect ~or Niemoller, both as a war hero and 
as a man who followed the dictates of his conscience, Several such 
admirers were, in fact, residents of the fashionable suburb of 
Dahlem, and had been under Niemgller's pastoral care since 1931. 
Without these Prussian aristocrats and high state officials to act 
as b'uffe1~s, Niemgller probably would not have been able to carry the 
battle as far as he did. 
One such sympathetie member of Niemgller's parish was Count 
Lutz Schwerin von Krosigk, who served during the early years of the 
Hitler regime as Minister of ~nance. Even more famous was Dr. 
Hjalmar Horace Greely Schacht, who made several references, both 
public and private, to the admirable courage of his pastor. Similarly, 
Baron Konstantin von Neurath,who served several years as Foreign 
II 
Minister, was known to have an occasional good word for Niemoller. 
He feared an anti-German peactiQn abroad because of Nazi persecution 
of the Churches.J6 
The curious role of yet another parishioner deserves special 
attention because it illustrates both Niem8ller•s good fortune in 
the membership of Dahlem parish and his biu,nt manner in approaching 
party officials. When J~aehim von Ribbentrop, the ~x~wine merchant 
turned diplomat, became the German Ambassador to Great Britain, he 
found upon his arrival to his new assignment that most members of the 
British government looked with disdain upon the anti-Christian 
policies of the Nazi mov~ment. Ribbentrop's advisors suggested that 
B6The New York Times, 2 July 19.37, P,·. 8-• .__, ,___......,.,...... 
he might help plaoate Bvitish feelings 'by rejoining the Protestant 
Church which he had abandoned when he became a member of the party. 
In accordance with the presc~ibed method, Ribbentrop sent his 
petition for membership to the bishop of his diocese in Germany, who 
forwarded the letter to the proper parish for further consideration~ 
As fate would have it, Dahlem was Ribbentrop's parish, and Niemglle:r 
had the opportµ.nity to pass judgment on the sincerity of the can ... 
didate. He immediately sent the follow~ng letter to the .Ambassador: 
Exoellencyt 
Your applic~.tio21 to :return to Christ has 
been duly reoeived. Before dea~ing with its 
contents, I beg you to inform me whether the 
step is prompted by religious conviction or is 
due to political cons:iderations )7 
!here is no record of any answer from Ribbentrop, but it can be 
asswned that, owing to his position, the Ambassador could not have 
had the pastor pun~shed for insolence. 
Pastor Niemgller had been engaged ;in many .. anti-Nazi activities 
sinoe January 30, l933, and nsver once was his opposition covert. 
For more than fol.l+' years he was allowed to continue the fight for 
his convictions, constantly gaining greater fame in Germany and 
abroad. But his opposition oo~ld not be tolerated indefinitely 
and on June 30, 1937, Niem8ller received t~e visit from the Gestapo 
that .he had expected for a long tim.~, 
37Ibid., 10 June 1937, P~ 4. 
CHAPTER IV 
TIUAL FQ.li T~ASON 
Under the Third. Reich, the f'unctio;n of law and all persons or 
institutions engaged in securing justice for the nation, underwent 
a radical change. In the opinion of the Nazis, courts of law had one 
primary function: to µ.sE;i theil- infl:u.ence to further the program of 
Gleichschaltung. To do this, judges could no longer consider them-
selves as unbiased. arbiters in disputes between t~e state and in-· 
dividu,als. Instead, the judges followed the advice of Rudolf 
Hess (Deputy to the Ftillrer) that 111 All aQlllinistration of ju$t±ae is 
a political activity, r 11 'l and u,sua~y rendered dE)Jcisions which they 
felt were in line with the progra.m of' the party. Detel;'Illining w~at 
action was most compatible with the desiJ-es of the Nazi movement 
was simple enough. Jurists had only to follow the suggestion of 
Dr, Hans Frank, Comnu,.ss:i,.oner Qf Justice and Reich Law Leader: 
"'Whenever you have to make i:ilr. decisio~, ask yourselves: How would 
the FlibJ:"er decide if he were in 'IY1Y pl~ce? Ask yourselves: Is my 
decision in harmony with t~e National Sociali$t conscience of the 
German people?'";~ Thanks to the ~fficient operat:tcms of the Minist;,y 
· ·· 1Sidney l'ost S~~son and J-u.lius Stone, Cases and Readings ·.2!, 
Law ~ Sooietz: ~' Tetatitaria.nism 6nd De111pcrac;y {St. Paul, Minn.: West Pu,blishing CQ,, l949), p, l 77, 
2:Ibid., P• 1683 .. 
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of Propaganda and Popular En~:;i.ghtenmentt. Ge:rman judges oould easily 
determine what the feeling Qf a National Socialist was. or at.least 
should b~, in almost any situation. Nearly every German judge co-
operated with the movement, but the few who would not were provided 
for in Article 71 of the Civil Service Law of January 26, 1937, which 
held that all government qffieials could be dismissed if they were 
politically unreliable) Trd.Bl lawyers a.s well as judges in Nazi . 
Germany we~e expected to represent the Weltanschauuti.z. of National 
Socialism. Professional. colleagues who failed to do so were t,o be 
ostracize~. Hins Frank made a special;plea for all German lawyers 
to unite behind th~ moveme.nt i~ his statement that "'National 
Socialism has, from the beginni~g, got rid Qt all non-conformist 
movements. Let us therefore ~ema:i,.n fil'J:11 on this point as National· 
· Socialist Lawyers.• 11~f · Realizing · that the members of the legal 
n profession were under s~ch extreme pressure, Niemoller could not 
expect his judges to deoide his case in a:ny other lig~t than Nazi 
philosophy. 
One of the most difficult problems the auth9rities faced after 
'• II •. -
the arrest of Pastor Niemoller was deciding which of several courts 
would consider his ca,se. " . That Nie~oller was not to be accused of 
high treason was evident £r,om the fact that the Ministry of Justice 
never cons~~ered trying him befpre the VoDssserichtshof (Supreme 
Court), the only co'l;ll't capable of handling such cases. The problem· 
of which lower court sho~ld hear the case was more difficult to 
· ·'w1111am E:benstein, The Naz; $ta.ta (New Yor.lq Farrar and ;Rinehart, 
1943), p. 82. . 
4simpson apd Stone, 1!!i, Totalitarianism~ Deniooracy, P• 1682. 
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resolvee According to a Ma.ncheste:r Guardian correspondent,' ~---~ 
certain extremists in the party demanded that he be tried before the 
notorious Volksgerioht (Peoplews Court)o The personnel of a Volks~ 
gericht usually oonoisted of avid party members who were not 
necessarily members of the legal profession~ To make matters worse, 
their sessions were held in complete secreoyo Prominent jurists, 
" on the other hand, appear to. have been of the opinion that Niemoller 
should be tried in a lower level court, competent only to try civil 
6 easeso As might be expected, a compromise was reached, and the 
decision was made to try him before the Sondergericht (Special Court), 
The Sondargerioh~ were created by a decree o;f the government 
on March 21, 1933~ There ware a la~ge number of these instances 
scattered throughout German;y dµring the Nazi period, and they were 
under the control of the various st~tes in the Reiche Each 00UJ:1t 
had a p~esident and tw? associate judges and was competent to try 
only cases in which the defendant was apprehended in its jurisdietion. 
While in many respects the structure and dut~es of this 09urt were 
si:m.ilar to others, certain articles of the deGree endowed the 
Sondergericht with ch.araoteristics whieh made it unique and were of 
rea.l :importance in the NiemSller trial., According to Article 14: 
The Special Court has to pass sentence even 
if the trial resuJ.ts in showing the act of which 
the defendant is acc:msed, as not being under the 
jurisdiction of the Special Courte 
And Article 16 held that: 
5Aoco;r."ding to Wilhalm Niem3ller, the reports of the world press 
were reliable (Wilhelm N'iem~ller, Macht .fi.!='ht ~ Recht, p., 56) .. 
6Illf2. Manche~.;: ~rdian, 21 Jan,. 1938, p. 47 o 
There is no legal appeal against decisions 
of the Special Court. 
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For the sake of expediency, the S0nder5eriehts were given two more 
privileges. They were qualified to impose all sentences, including 
the death penalty, and they could make certain that their vel;'d:fots 
would be carried o~t immediately.?. This was the court before 
which Niemgller would oe allowed t9 present his case after seven 
months of waiting. 
Early in the evening of June 30, 1937, the doorbell rang a:t;. the 
" Niemoller home, just as the pastor was preparing to take his son 
for a walk. Eight Gestapo men forced their way into the house and 
informed Niem:8ller that he was to come with them for routine 
questioning and that he would not, be gone lqng. ,8 · He was immediately 
taken to Old Moabit P~ison, where 4e was pl~ced in remand custody~ 
Weeks anq; months dragged by be.fore lie was informed of the exact 
" charges agaip.st him or when he would be tried. Meantime, Niemoller 
did not find life in o~ll ~u.m.ber 1325 as difficult as one mig4t 
expeo\. Teehnioa.lly, he was under tortress arrest, the same honor-
able type of' imprisonment imposed on Adolf Hitler .following the 
abo?'tive Beer Hall Putsch in 1923. Thus, Niemgller had several 
privileges whieh were not enjoyed by most other political prisone~s 
in Nazi Germany. He was allowed to purchase and choose his own 
food for five marks daily. As a furthe~ insurance ot good health, 
- '?°·Trials .a!, the Ma.jor Wap Cr!m,inals Before the Nuernberg 
M,ilitary Tribunali1"Washir1gton:. U. 's. Gov~rnment Printing Office, 
1951)~ III, pp. 218-222. 
· t?;cla:2'."issa Start Dav~dson, O-Od 1 s Man: The Stotz of Pastor 
Niemlhler (New York: Ives Washburn, Inc., 1959)? pp. 88 .. 89. · 
he was allowed a thirty :tllinute walk per day in the prison court yard, 
whil1;:i the 11half'-Aryan11 prison doct()r a:;Llowed him to lie on his bunk 
du.ring the daytime. CleaJ;rl.ng his cell and keeping it in orde~ was 
his only real duty. These privileges were granted, however, to all 
prisoners in Old Moabit. Among Niemglle~'s special privileges were 
the right to use his Bible, prayer books, and hymnal; a visit by h~s 
wife and one child every ten days; use of the prison library and 
typewriter; and the right to take part in Church services.9 At 
night, he was not forced to 11ndergo Gestapo interrogation,and he 
always siept well in his cell~ All in all, Niemgller 1 s stay at Moabit 
was not too unpleasant, considering that he was a political prisoner 
tn the Nazi state.10 
Niem81ler im,mediately began to prepare himself fo~ what he 
hoped would be an im,m.ediate and decisive trial. To his dismay his 
day in court did not co;m.e until Feb;ru,ary, 7, l9J8. Time af.ter time, 
Niem8ller was given ~eason to believe that his trial was imminent. 
On Augu,st 3, 1937, for insta:11oe, the Justi,oe ~nistry publio;y. 
11 announced that the Niemoller case would be t~ied on the tenth, 
twelfth, and s;i.xteenth of th.at month.11. When the date for the t;rial 
arrived, Niemgller remained in his cell without any explanation. 
Legal officials, moreover, pressed for a decision. Soon after his 
arrest a District Appeals Court h~ld that further imprisonment of 
the pastor had no legal basis. This decision pointed out ~hat 
(iOMartin NiemSller, personal interview with the author, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 27 March 1963, 
•1:' 
ll~ New~ Times, 4 A.ug .. 1937, P• 5. 
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no specific charges had been made against him and that the Sander-
gericht should either try him or release him, remembering that he 
had a large family to support and that he had merely followed the 
dictates of his conscience J..2 ,• · Shortly befor!;3 November 24, Minister 
of Justice Franz G-1lrtner, who by this time was anxious to dispose 
II 
of the Niemoller case, was reported to have made a personal appeal 
to Hitler for the pastor's release. He was unsuccessful and Niemgller 
remained in remand custody.:13. 
As the Christmas season approached, sympathy increased for the 
embattled pastor who was separated from his family and. chwch. 
Niem811er applied for Christmas leave to be effective for four days, 
beginning on December 24* It was no surprise to any<!>ne when 
his request was denied. The ~rou,nds for the refusal, however, in .. 
dicate the importance which the authorities still attached to the 
:imprisoned pastor: 
The reasons a warrant was issued are still 
valtd. , •• rt is also in the interest 9f the 
public order, and therefore of the peace dtll'ing 
the Christmas season, both in his residential 
district.and in his pari$h that the accus1;1d 
shall not be released.1~ 
It can be assurr,ted that the pro9ecution hac,i all thei evidence p.ecessary 
to begin the trial at t4e time of Niem~ller1 s arrest. The authorities 
simply felt that by postponing his tria.l, public interest in his 
plight would gradually diminish. As a matter of fact, the exact 
opposite was the case~ 
12Ibid~, 9 Oct. 1937, p. 3. 
13Ibid.,, 2.5 Nov. 1937, p .. 17. 
14.The Manchester Guardian, 28 January 1938, p. 6.5. 
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On Januaey- 17, 1938, the long awaited day arrived. Berlin. 
Sonder~ericht II mailed an official s'WlllD.ons to all witnesses to appear 
at Reom 664, Old ~oablit P.rison, on designated dates in February.1 '5-
The t~ee ju.d,ges who were to serve Scmdergericht II, like al.l their 
counterparts in Germany since 1936, had been appointed and sworn in 
by the Ffua.rer himself• after nolllination by t~e M:l,nister of Justice. 
Niem1,ller knew, therefore, that his main problem would be to convino·e 
these Nazi....approved judges of his innocence.· Niem8ller beoc!UD.e aware 
of the exact identity of his future judges in October when the State 
Supreme Court director Dr. aobert Roepke was made President of 
Sondergericht II, to be assisted by Dr. Welz and Pr. Schwarz.16 
II 
Niemoller was not acquainted with any of these men personally before 
the trial, but he k~ew from the beginning that he would ~eceive fair 
treatment from them, as they all had excellent reputation1:1 )7 ., 
Then, both side~ in the trial proceeded to choose e:icpert 
counselors to protilea~te and de.fend eaoh C48,rge in the ind;tctment, 
The Chief Prosecutor selected Pist:riet Attorney Dr. Lange, General 
, 18 
Prosecutor Thissen, and District Attorney Dr. Gorisch. 
,;1.,.5:February 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, l.5~ 17, 18.. A later su.nµnons issued 
during the trial called for appearances on February 19, 2i, 22, Z4, 
and 2.5. Wilhelm Niem2>ller, Macht !fsht Vor Recht, p • .52. 
l'q,Ibid., p • .54. The Christian names of these judges are not 
·available. The same is true tor the eounselol's listed'.in the next 
paragraph. 
. '17.'Ma.rtin Niemiuer,. personal .il'l.terview with the author, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 27 March 1963, · , 
l~;Wilhelm Niem8ller, Mach~ ~ !s?z. Recht, P• .52" 
Pastor Niem&ller was allowed to chQose three equally qualified 
experts to def end him: Dr. ,Hans Koch, Dr. Hc;a.hn, and Dr. Horst 
Holstein. Dr. Hols~ein was selected on Niem811erfs second day in 
II 
remand custoq.y because Niemoller knew he could depend on his "know-
ledge, enthusiasm, and personal solidarity," and he had been the 
Pastor's attorney in other t.rials o Dr. Koch was selected in 
August because he had been so effective in a .similar trial of one 
11 
of Niemolle:.r 1 s associates in the "Confessing Church, 11 Pastor 
Gerhard Jacobi. 19 
II 
Niemoller, a.long with the trial personnel, began to enact 
the drama which was closely followed by the world press. The actual 
witnesses of his ordeal were, however, a select group. After some 
deliberation the Court decided to ad;rnit a "small oommittee" of 
"Confessing Church" pastorEJ. Th(;lse mep were Nie;mS11e:r's only 
20' sympathizers in the audience,-. i:1-S the other seats were occupied 
by prominent members of the ~azi press and the government. No 
members of Niem~ller•s family were allowed to witness the pro-
ceedings,21 Reg.9rrdless of the compositio:6. of the audience, Niem8ller 
approached the trial with real eonf~denee, for du;ring hi~ remand 
custody he had been allowed to compile massive evidence f9r his own 
defense. And he faced his Judges wtth self-asst;trance and vigor 
throughout the whole trial. According to Pastor Hans Deppe, a member 
" of the committee represent:i,.ng the "Confessing Chu,reh, 11 Niemoller 
· 19 . · Ibid., PP• 34-40. 
;20~ ~York.Times, 8 Feb. 1938, p. 1 .. 
:21Martin Niem.8ller, personal. interview with th,e author, Tul~a, 
OklBrhoma, 27 March 1963. 
was a little thin but otherwise in good spirit and physical condition 
when he testified on Feb~uary 21. According to a correspondent of 
the Daily felegraph he was happy and optimistic, and looked like a 
typical Ge,r~an Naval Officer. 22 II In one respect, Niemoller's 
positive attitude begot a negative reaction. Prior to the beginning 
of the trial the court had issued 150 passes to ministers who wished 
to witness the proceedings. Apparently, these clergymen attended 
the opening session of the trial. After the charges were read, 
II 
Niemoller, to everyone's surprise, rose to present the case fo~ the 
defense personally. He was immediately interrupted by the pro-
secution who wanted to know why Niem81ler did not speak through 
counsel. The Pasto~ quick].y ooserved that the trial centered 
around church problems and considered that he knew more about church 
affairs than his attorneys, Immediately the state moved that the 
public be excluded, The three judges accepted the state's motion, 
permitting on],y th19 "sma.lJ. COIIJ1llittee" of clergymen to remain.23 , 
The evidence indicates that the prosecutor feared the effect of 
Niem6ller 1 s eloquence. One should not get the impression that 
Niemgller attempted to steer an independent course during the trial. 
On the contrary he was able to work in complete harmony with the 
defense counsel, even in the most difficult stages of the trial.2~' 
Among the most not~ble aspect$ of the Niemgller trial was its 
secrecy. The Nazi authoriti~s di~ everything in their powep to 
22 II Wilhelm Niemoll~r, Macht~ Vor Recht, p. 59. 
· 23The New. Yo:r-k T.im§ls, 8 Feb. 1938, p. l. 
;2L1, • · 11 . . 
· ·Wilhelm Niemoller, Maoht Geht Vor Recht, pp. 60-61. 
' ............ ,.,,,....... 
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insure against its puolieity. On February 5, the Propaganda 
*inistry issued a decree to all ,~hu:rch papers, instructing them in 
handling news of the trial: 
Linform.atioriJ about the Niem8ller trial 
can only be published in a ~anner which is 
according to the German News Agency. Nothing 
can be added or taken away. No comment is 
allowed. It is not .permitted, therefore, to 
announce the verdict in a conspicuous wa11 on 
the front or second page in the paper. 25 
In a second directive issued on the same date, the Propaganda 
Ministry informed the secular press that no journalists would be 
allowed to participate in the trial, "wb,ich must be kept completely 
secret. The public will be withheld because of .the danger to the 
security of the State~ 11 : 26 These decrees indicate that the govern-
ment was faced with a real dilemma. An ultimate verdict of 
innocence would mean total failure of the Nazi church policy, 
while a verdict of guilty wquld certainly have unfavorable reception 
among all Gepman Protestants. By ;imposing secrecy the authorities 
only postponed their embarrassment. But they could conceal the 
evidence from which a decision was reached. 
News of Niem&ller's trial was kept secret until February 22, 
when the first public notice that it was to be held appeared in 
Schwarze Korps, the official organ of the Schutzstaffel (S.S.)~ 
The article referred to Niem.'bller as a man without honor because 
of his "'n~ighborly love for .Jews and traitors. 1 ,?7 By keeping 
25Ibidot p, 5~. 
'26Ibid, 
~?,-~ ~ York, Times, 23 Feb. 1938, p. 17. 
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the date of the Nie~oller trial a secret until February 22 and severely 
criticizing him in the first public notice ot the trial, the Nazis 
hoped to prevent the German people from getting the impression 
that he should be acquitted. The authorities did what they conq 
sidered best from the standpoint of the government. 
While the secrecy of the trial kept the truth from the German 
people, Church leaders learned about the proceedings through the 
special witnesses for the "Confessing Church" who were present. 
II 
Although Niemoller's associates who were still free were undoubtedly 
disappointed and worried about Niem8ller's personal fate, they were 
more concerned that a great public debate between Nazi and Church 
leaders was not stimulated by the trial. These pastors had hoped 
II 
that Niemoller's trial would serve to clarify and rectify the issues 
between Church and state. 28 The secrecy of the trial also served 
to damage further the already questionable reputation of the Germ.an 
Court structure. That P;rotestants could receive just treat.~ent 
from these courts was seriously doubted. 29 
On July 12, 1937. the official indiotment was presented in 
Berlin Sondergericht II, and was entitled simply 11 Cause o:f Arrest. 11 JO 
" Not until the hour of reaching the courtroom did NiemQller learn 
the specific charges he was expected to answer, but his extensive 
preparation indicates that he was almost certain what they would be. 
He found that he was accused of the following crimes~ 
28rbid., 6 Feb. 1938, P• 33, 
29.Toid., 11 Feb. 1938, p. 8. 
~°"7ilhelm Niemgller, Macht ~ Y.2.£ Recht, p. 3.5. 
Charge I-A: ". • , a.s a. clergyman in the 
practicing of official duties in churches a.nd 
other places reserved fpr religious meeting~, 
•• • Lhe hag]' ma.de several matters of the 
government the subject for his discussions, 
, and this in such a way that the public peace 
could be endangerec;l. • • n 
Char~e Iv.,B: 11 • • • in coincidence with this 
LI~!!• .. /J;.e ha:[! ma.de malicious and inflam-
matory remarks about leading personalities of 
the gcnre:tnment. especially thA Mess1"s. Kerrl; 
Goebbels, Rust, and Gtlrtner 1 31 and about their 
orders and established arrangements. !hese 
remarks were capable of undermining the people's 
confidence in the political leadership. ~ , 11 
Charge II: 11 • o • committed offense against 
the order of the 18th ot February. 1937, by the 
Reiohsmi.nister of the Interior together with ~-the Reichsminister of Church Affairs, for the 
enforcement of the law concerning the protection 
of people and nation, given by the Reichs-
president on the 28th of February, 1933. '' 
Charge III: 11 ••• publicly invited the crowds 
to disobey the above stated order of the 18th 
of F~bruary, and b~cause of the invitation 
there followed a punishable deed. 1132 
Eacn of the abpve charges wa$ legally based on specific 
, II 
statutes in the Reich Penal Code, and N:i.emoller k:q.ew of their 
existence. The laws involved were not, as might be expected, 
.52 
a set of decrees designed to deal with the recalcitrant 11Confessing 
Church." Rather, each law originated to combat separate and en-
tirely different threats to the German Government. The basis 
for Charge I-A was found in paragraph 130a of the Penal~. 
31 Berna.rd Rust, Reiohsminister of Science, Edu.cation, and 
Popular Culture. Franz Gil.rtner, Reichsminister of Justice. 
32 0fficial Indictment in author's personal file entitled, 
"Cause of Arrest," p. 1. This is a photostatic copy of the in-
dictment used during the trial. It was sent to me upon request 
by Wilhelm Niem811er. 
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It originated in +876 .and is commonly called the "Bismarck Law," 
used by the "Iron Chancellorn in his struggle against th,e Roman 
Catholic Church. Basically, it forbids any minister of the gospel 
to speak politically from the pulpit • 
• • • A clergyman or other minister of 
religion who ••• makes affairs of state a 
subject of his announcement or d~scussion in 
a manner endangering public peace either before 
a crowd or before several people assembled ••• 
shall be punished •••• A similar punishment 
shall be imposed upon~ clergyman or minister 
of religion who ••• issues or distributes 
writings in which affairs of state are made the 
subject of annou,ncement or discussion in a 
manner endangering public peace,33 
Pastor Niem8ller, for more than four years before his imprisonment, 
had actively and willingly spoken and writ·ten in sermons and 
pamphlets about 11affairs o;f state." From the Nazi viewpoint, 
these discussions had the effect of endangering publiq peace. 
The basis for Charge I~B was found in a decree signed by 
Hitler which was promulgated on December 20, 1934, It is usually 
called the "Malice 11 law and prohibited criticism of the governni 
mentor any member thereof • 
• • • anybody deliberately making false or 
grossly distorted statements, which are apt 
to debase the welfare of the Reich or the 
prestige of the Reich government, the NSDAP 
or its affiliated agencies •••• will be 
imprisoned •••• 
Whoever makes statements showing a 
malicious, inciting or low-minded attitude 
toward leading personalities of the State or 
the NSDAP ••• which are apt i;.o undermine 
the confidence of the people in its political 
leadership~-shall be punished with :imprisonment. 34 
.3)£:rials of ~Major~ Criminals, III, P• 926. 
3/.Jrbid., pp. 17.3-174. 
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That Pastor Niem8ller had mad$ malicious attacks on officials in 
both the Nazi party and Reich government seemed apparent to most 
people before the trial. 
The basis for Charge II was an extension of the decree issued 
by the Reichspresident on February 28, 1933, which severely re-
stricted individual liberties, and gave the Reichspresident dictatorial 
powers under the authority of Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution. 
Thus the decree was instituted as a "defensive measul~e against 
Corrmrunist acts of violence endangering the State. u35 Under Nazi 
leadership, it was used to justify any mee.sure to protect the state 
and party from aggression from any quarter. And to enforce it in 
connection with attacks from the Church the deQree of February 18, 
1937 was promulgated which prohibited reading the names of apostates 
from the pulpits • 
• • • the publication or pubiic announcement 
of the names of those persons who left the 
church is prohibited. Particularly it is 36 
forbidden to read such names from a pulpit. · 
The decree came into effect just four months before Niemgller•s 
arrest. Since the beginning of the Lutheran Church, it had been 
an accepted practice to read from the pulpit the names of both 
those who entered and those who left the Church. Niem~ller would 
not give up this tradit~on of the ChurQh, regardless of government 
orders to do otherwise. While prosecuting Charge III, the state 
simply intended to show that the persistent reading of the names 
of apostates was an open invitation to the congregation to oppose 
35lbid., p. 160. 
36£~. ~ ~ Times, 29 July 1937, p. 4. 
the state. According to the prosecution, brawls between Hitler 
Youth and 11 Confessing Church 11 members, if they took place after 
a service in which the identity of apostates had been presented, 
we:re a direct result of the reading of names~ 
As the trial progressed, the charges were argued before 
the judges in the order o:f their presentation, and the first debate 
centered ;;i.round the alleged violation of the npulpi t article~ 11 
At the onset, I counselor Hahn presented the Nazi p1~osecutor with 
a tr·ue comm.drmll. He quoted a passage ;f'rom Heinrich von T:reitschke, 
a hero in Nazi ideology, in which the old Prussian historian vented 
h:ts opposition to the 11pulp:i.t article." Treitschke called it 11 non~ 
sense 11 to attempt to prohibit a ministe:i:' from talking about 
politics, because religion must deal w;ith all phases of human 
life, Treitschke c:oncluded that 1 111 It would be a weak. unspirited. 
Church that would give up this noble right to influence the morale 
of the people, 1 11 37 How the prosecutor explained the state's 
virtual demand that the Church becorne 1 in the eyes of this famous 
German, 11weak 11 and 11unspirited 11 is not explained from infol"'!!lation 
available. By presenting this problem, Niem8lle:rts lawyer had 
sho-vm the Nazi court that h;i.s client possessed the ce.rdinal 
virtue of courage. Holstein pointed out that the law had come 
into existence when Germany was ruled by another and entirely 
different type of govermuent and that it was meant to be a weapon 
aga;lnst the Catholic Church. To substantiate his claim, Holstein 
mentioned the fact that in the past sixty years, no Protestant 
· 37 Wilhelm Niem~ller, Macht ~. !2J.:. ~cht,, p. 76. 
ministers and only six Catholic clergyvi.en had ever been accused 
of violation of the law. He ended his speech by advocating that 
Niemgller had always discussed Church affairs, not matters of 
the state. Holstein felt that the Nazi regime wrongly considered 
"'8 many areas as government affairs.J 
It is apparent that Holstein was being completely unrealistic 
in his attempt to prove that Niemgller had never spoken of 
political or state matters from the pulpit. Hans Gisevius, a 
leading member of the Gestapo who later lost faith in the movement, 
points o'l::i.t that, "Hitler and Hinnnlero .... did not give a damn 
abcmt religio,;ts questions. They knew perfectly well that they 
were fighting Niellj.gller on their exclusively political plane. 1139 
For under the Nazis, religion and the state had become inseparable. 
That Niemgller recognized this phenomenon and willingly violated 
the law is evident from a passa~e in one of his own sermons~ 
"The fact is that it is simply impossible for us today to accept 
the comfortable formula that politics have no place in the Church, ,/+O 
• II The ultimate decision as to whether Niemoller had spoken 
politically from the pulpit rested with the three judges. And it 
w~s their opinion that Niem8ller•s public theological discussions 
about the German Christians and the neo-pagan German Faith Movement 
were perfectly legal. But they decided that when he attempted 
to convince his lis-banei-s that. these groups we:t'e unofficially 
3S Ibid., po 74. 
39Hans Bernd Gisevius, To The Bitter End (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1947), p. 216. -- - -
L1-o Martin Niem8ller, First Commandment, p. 13. 
supported by the government through the Nazi party, "he over-
stepped the limit of pure religious consideration and stepped 
into the realm of politics • 11 ~·l In this same section the judges 
vividly revealed the degree,:. to which totalitarianism had pro-
gressed in Germany by 1938. They defined the 11realm of poliM,cs" 
as all public matters, o:r a.n;rthing the state considered a govern-
~" ment matter. ,,._, 
· The prosecution introduced several instances which, in their 
opinion, ~learly demonstra.ted that Niemgller had made a number 
of malicious attacks against the Nazi leaders and government in-
stitutions. 
Ii In numerous sermons, Niemoller had told his listeners 
that Kerrl was not the Minister for Church Affairs; rather he 
referred to Kerrl as the Minister 11 aga:i,.nst 11 Church Affairs. 
Niem8ller had often referred to the Ch~rch Minister as a hostile 
agent against the 11 Confess:i,ng Church,11 the only truly Christian 
segment of the Evangelical Church, and in this funeti9n Kerrl pad 
II 
acted against the solemn word of the Fu,h,rer~ In fact a sermo~ 
-deliiered on Ja~uary 13, 1937, should indicate that Niem8ller 
probably was guilty as charged. According to the Pastor, 
"'Reichsminister Kerrl never cared for the Church. He was never 
' 
a Christian and neither is anyone in his department a Christian 
,in the meaning of the Confession.' 1143 The state also felt that 
L~lDocument in author• s personal file; title: "Official 
Court Findings, 11 p. 8. This document is a photostatic copy of the 
verdict of Sondergericht II in the Niem8ller case. I received it 
upon request from Wilhelm Niem811er in May, 1963. 
42Ibid-, p, 7. 
43 11 Cause of Arrest, 11 p. 6. 
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Niem~ller had attacked high officials of the Third Reich. He 
assailed Reichsminister Goebbels indirectly by asserting that the 
Church Committees created by Kerrl, wsre really "special depart-
ments of the Ministry of Propa~anda." And he had vehemently criti-
cized Rust's decree which removed religious instruction from all 
public schools. The final target, of Niem~ller's vituperations was 
Reichsminister ~tner, whom he had insulted by the mere question 
in a sermon, 11Whe:re is the right and Wl. . Ong? 11 {/,l.} 
The judges concluded that Pastor Niem~ller was not guilty of 
making malicious attacks in the true spirit 9f the law. It was 
their opinion that in order for guilt to exist, it had to be proven 
adequately that Niem8ller 1 s remarks were "hateful, inflammatory 
and indicative of a low opi:nion. 11 They felt that Nie;mgller 1 s 
personality, meaning nis sincere attempt to love his neighbors 
as befits a true Christi~n, prevented him from harboring such 
feelings. He undoubtedly did disagree with certain government 
policies. but the court felt that he did not mean for his statements 
to be regarded as attacks against individu.als. To support their 
claim, the court said that "even the Public Prosecutor must admit 
this," and he certainly did.45 
That Niem8ller had violatE;ld the decree forbidding the read.ing 
of apostate's names could not be denied, and the court had no choice 
but to find him guilty on this charge. But the defense 1s explana-
II 
tion for the continued violation indicates Niemoller1 s true 
4~id., pp. 13~14. 
4-.511 0.t'ficial Court Findings, 11 p. 10. 
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attitude toward his duty as a pastor. The order from the Reichs-
ministe:r: 'of the Interior whi,;::h prohibited the reading of these 
names was published in the daily press and in a church periodical. 
But, a section providtng for punishment of violators was omitted 
in both and Niem:h1er, being uncertain of the consequences 
of vi.o1ating the decree, continued tht9 practice for several weeks 
there2.fte:r. 
n 
On June 3r 1937, the Brot,herhood Council of Niemoller 1 s 
"Confessing Cht1X'ch 11 had voted to continue indefinitely the practice 
of reading the n~mes. 
It . 
Pastor Niemolle:r, as the leader of this 
g::roup 1 told a meeting of two hundr<1d clergymen that he would not 
consider this a binding·dec:ision in view of the ever increasing 
number of arrests of 11 Confessing Church" pastors. He held that 
each pastor must follow his own conscience, but that he would con-
L, '7 
t:i.nue to rea,d the naraes under any circumstances/ He, for one, 
would certainly not allow the Nazi government to interfere with 
this tradition of the Church. 
On March 2, 1938r the co~rt presented its long awaited judgment. 
The defendant is sentenced to seven months 
of confinement to a fortress because of con-
tinued offense against paragraph 130a, Article 
I of the Penal Law Book. He is also sentenced 
to a fine'o'f1'oo ... R.M. because of an offense 
against paragraph 4 of the order of the 28th of 
February, 1933, and also to a fine of l.500~R.M. 
because of the same offenset in violation of 
Paragraph 130a, Article II of the Penal Law Book. 
~ ...,_._. --
The confinement to a fortress and the fine 
of 500-R.M. are remitted because of the endured 
remand custody. 
46Ibi.d. 
lqibid. , p. 11. 
If the fine of 1500-R.M. cannot be paid, 
there will be instead three months in prison. 48 
The defendant has to pay the costs of the trial. 
II 
The verdict was clearly a victory for Pastor Niemoller and the 
"Confessing Church~ 11 More important, it revealed that even as 
late as 1938, some German judges were willing to risk their lives 
to see th"'~t justice prevailed. The relatively light sentem1e 
was a virtual testimonial by the court that Niem8ller WflS not an 
enemy of the 12:tate. Fortress arrest meant that his honor was m.1t 
impaired and that the attempts of t.he prosecution to brand him cts 
a traitor had failed. As fortress ar:i-.~est carried no stigma., he 
was immediately acceptable to all members of society. The reading 
of the verdict was open to the public, including the foreign press. 
In compliance with its duty to inform the people of noteworthy 
events, the German Press issued immediate notice of the outcome of 
the trial, But the Nazi leadership clearly indicated that they re-
garded the verdict as a bitter pill by issuing a brief announcement 
full of technicalitieso49 
The judges in the Niemgller trial felt compelled to offer ade-
quate justification for their deci.sien, and thereby provide the best 
material fi:,r determining their motivation. As Niemgller was found 
gailty, some explanation of the n.9.ture of this guilt was due both 
the accused and other pastors in the 11 Confessing Church." They held 
that above all else, Niem8ller, by reading names of apostates and 
spea.kir1g poli:t,ically from the pulpit, ha.d seriously enda.ngered 
4,8 Ibid. , pp. l,~.2 • 
ll-9Wilhelm Niem81le;r, Macht ~ !2!:. Recht, p. 84. 
public peace. The judges adndtted that he probably did not intend 
to create dangero~s situations, but they pointed out that he always 
spoke to large crowds and it was only natural that many of his 
listeners would fail to heed his advice not to cause trouble. 
Furthermore, much of what he said was passed along by word of mouth, 
generating tense partisanship in people both for and against the 
Third Reich. Regardless of Pastor Niem8ller1 s intent, his sermons 
had served as the foUJ'J.tain-head for considerable unrest.50 
Even though Niem&ller had COlllll'1itted these illegal acts, the 
court felt that his personality and motives had to be considered 
before any degree of guilt could be assi~ned. After careful scrutiny 
fl of Niemoller•s career. th~ judges came to the conclusion that he was 
basically a loyal German patriot who would never intentionally harm 
the welfare of the fatherland. Their first proof for this con-
clusion was the Pastor's brilliant naval career. Four paragraphs 
in the official verdict deal with his war record. They mention the 
large number of Allied ships his submarine had sunk, the ratings of 
his superior officers which always acknowledged his "excellent 
ability to serve," his refusal to turn over the U ... boats in 1919, and 
the fact he had received the Iron Cross and ·other decorations for 
bravery in action.51 If bravery and service to the fatherland were 
marks of a true patriot in Nazi Germany, another was anti-Bolshevism. 
To justify their verdict, the judges recalled that Niem~ller had taken 
connnand of a conservative defense force against the 11Red Republic" 
~·r ' 
.50 11official Court Findings," p. 14. 
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which had been declared in 1920 in the wake of the abortive Kapp 
Putsch. In this capacity. he had played a major role in ridding the 
city of M-llnster of the "Bolshevik terror. 11 52 
'. ' 
Finally the judges outlined Pastor Niem8ller's political develop~ 
ment to prove that, with the exception of the Church question, he 
had always been a good German citizen. They noted that he did not 
become involved politically while a :nav-al officer on active duty~ 
His first noticeable politieal act occurred on May 9, 19191 when he 
wrote a letter to the Naval Staff telling them that 11he refused to 
se:rve as an officer 'in this or any other republican regime.ru 
When his brother, Wilhelm, became a member of the NSPAP in 1923, 
Martin seriously considered joining the movement. He did not do so 
because as a pastor he would have to care for people of different 
political opinions, and therefore believed that it would be better 
if he were not connected with a particular party. But the court 
noted that as early as 1924t Niem811er voted for the National 
Socialist candidate. By 1930 he was known in Dahlem as the "Nazi 
Pastor 11 because he allegedly paid special attention to party members. 
They concluded this segment of their explanation with the asqertiofi' 
r.:ri 
that 11he happily accepted the upheaval of 1933,nJ.J The man who 
had been accused of being a traitor emerged from his trial as a 
super patriot in the eyes of his judges.t 
But Niemgller was not yet a free man. After hearing the 
verdict, he returned to his cell, packed his belongings and waited 
i:::·-:, 
.. J .. ~ ~ York Times,. 3 March 1938, p. 1. 
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to be released. Several hours later he was removed forever from Old 
Moabit, but not in the manner he expected. That evening Pastor 
Niemgller was taken to Alexanderplatz prison by the secret police. 54, 
He eventually went to Sachsenhausen concentration camp, thence to 
Dachau where he remained 1,lntil the last days of World War II. As 
Niemgller had been duly tried and released by the Sondergericht, there 
was only one authority for his re~arfest: II the Fiihrer himself. The 
Pastor had the somewhat dubious distinction of being Hitlerts only 
11personal prisoner. 11 The Nazi authorities had to provide an ex= 
planation for this unprecedented action. It seems that the Dahlem 
Pastor was imprisoned for his own protection! As the authorities 
pointed out, he had violated the ~esundes Volksem:pfinden (sound 
folk feeling) of the German people, an act which would (or should) 
incur their wrath. It mattered not whether this wrath existed, 
only that it should have existed,55 Undoubtedly, the real reason 
for the second arrest was to keep the embattled pastor from returning 
to Dahlem, where he would have been a more significant center of 
attention than ever. 
54The New York Timc~s, 3 March 1938, p. 1. ---
5.5Ebenste1n, The Nazi State, p. 74, 
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CHAPTER V 
THE EFFECTS AND IMPORTANCE OF THE NIEM8LLER CASE 
The arrest of Pastor Niemgller marked the pinnacle of the 
religious struggle in Germany. Otto Dibelius, himself a leading 
figu,re in the Church, felt that with Niemgller's arref$t "the 
gove:r:runent's entire power L'waif pitted against the Confessional 
Church. 11l The fact that the secret police had definite orders 
II not to arrest the pastor except by special order from the JNUirer 
att.ests to the importance of the ease. Hitler had allowed Niemgller 
to continue his attacks against the Nazi movement, probably hoping 
that the pastor•s attraction would wane with the passage of time. 
Only after the Chancellor reached the point where he felt further 
opposition would be more dangerous than any reaction to the arrest 
of the pastor did he give his permission for the arrest. Likewise, 
the state leaders probably thought that the evidence against 
Niemgller was such that the Sonderger~cht could do nothing but 
give him a severe sentence. The F8.hrer W'~s totally unsuccessful if 
he hoped to :remove Niem811er fr,om a position of infiuence in the 
11 Con:f'essing Church" by his incarceration. It is a fact that during 
11 
N:i.emollerr s eight year;s in various prisons, he received constant 
1.D!!, ~ York Times, 12 July 1937, P• 7. 
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inquiries from his associates, seeking advi~e of all k1ndso 2 
The trial of Pastor Niemlller must also be considered important 
because with one e~oeption it was the only case during the Nazi 
period in which a court dared to spoil the propaganda effects planned 
by the partyo3 The three judgas who risked their lives by giving 
" . Niemol.ler a token senten~e had proven poor servants of the Reich. 
In retali_a_t;_?n the Ministry of Justice blocked any future promotions 
for theme 4 Counselor Hahn was deeply impressed with the array of 
party dignitaries who attended the trial9 He remarked that he had 
never performed his duty before such a group, not even in oases 
tried by the Supreme Oourto "This is proof enough to me," said 
Hahn, "that here we: a.re asked to answer some very important 
questions.,"' The ;most important question answered was, "What oha.noe 
for justice does a leader in the 'Confessing ChurchW have before a 
German Court Gf law under Hitler?" The answer was apparent .. The 
trial revealed. that pastors oould expect fair treatment from the 
courts but that the untouchable power of the Ffhu.er would invalidate 
their deeisionso The state must rel'llB.in unassailable and una.pprochable 
from. any source,, 
Another signlfi@ant aspect of the trial was the reaction it 
oreated in other ec.mnt:r.ieso In England and the United States, the 
press indicated that people were appalled by the subsequent re-arrest 
fl 
of Niemoller,, Vigorous efforts by the German foreign office to win 
)Ebenstein~ ~ ~ ~ 9 p .. 900 
4sohmidt, ~ Niemgller, p., 11.5 .. 
~~ ff . 
"'Wilhelm Nienioller 9 !Y!si~ ~ !!t Recht j pp,, ,.5-56 .. 
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support for the Hitler regime in other lands were significantly under-
mined by this fiasco. Typical Qf public opinion in both the United 
States and Great Britain, an editorial in the Manchester Guardian 
asserted that "Germany, eager ~o win the good opinions of the world, 
should know that they are not easily purchased while men like Dr. 
u 6 
Niemoller are in a conoentra tion oa,mp. 11• 
As might be expected, the most vehement protest against the 
imp:t•isonment of the Dahlem pastor came from the various religious 
communities of the world. Numerous expressions of sympathy for 
Niem&ller were offered in Februaz-y and Ma.rGh,. 1938. The Spring 
Session of the Church of England was opened by this statement of the 
Archbishop of York; 111 Let us remem'l;,er in silent prayer the trial 
of Martin Niemgller. 1 rr 7 On February 10 the General Secretary of 
the Greater New York Federation of Churches mailed postcards to six 
hundred clergymen, asking them to urge their parishioners to pray 
continually for the beleaguered German pastor. 8 The most note-
worthy reaction in the religious world was a telegram sent by five 
famous leaders of various Christian Churches, meeting in London. 
This message was a vigorous protest against the prolonged imprison-
ment of their fellow Christian leader. Included among the signa-
tories were the .Archbishop of Thyateira (Greek Orthodox), the 
President of the Protestant Federation of France, and a department 
6 ~ Manchester Guardian, 11 March 1938, p. 183~ 
7 ~~~Times, 8 Feb. 1938, P• 2. 
8 Ibid., 12 Feb. 1938, p. 2. 
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chairman of the Federal Council of Churches (U.S.A.).9 As·these 
objections were made they were usually pu~licized in newspapers 
and periodicals, effectively increasing public.sympathy for 
II 
Niemolle:r. 
The reaction of the German people to N:i.em8ller' s ordeal is more 
difficult to assess. Evidence shows that he had wide public supportt 
at least until his second arrest. On August 9, 1937, the first date 
set for the trial, his parishioners met at the church in Dahlem, 
but the secret police did not let them hold their proposed prayer 
meeting. In defiance they held a protest parade, "the first demon~ 
stration of opposition seen in Germany since the Nazis had consolidated 
their powers. n 10 In the months that passed between Niem;ller• s first 
arrest and the end of his trial, several sporadic disturbances occurred 
throughout Germany, but their etfect on the government1 s policy 
toward the pastor was negligible. Despite this, ~is sympathizers 
never gave up the hope that he would be vindicated. Likewise, others 
who were not necessarily concerned about Niemgller personally, hoped 
that his trial woulq prove that German citizens could stiJJ. expect 
fair treatment by the courts of law. This feeling of optimism 
persisted through the trial, as indicated by the headlines of one 
German newspaper: "There Are Still Judges in Be:rlin. 11 11 There were 
still judges. but there was also the Fiih:rer! 
0 " ;, 11World' s Christian Leaders Ap:E'eal for Niemoller, rr ~ 
Christian Century, LV (March 23, 1938), p. 355. 
10 Ha:rold E. Fey, 11The Ge:rrQ.an Church Says No! , 11 ~ Christian 
Centu:rz, LIV (Sept. 1~ l937), pp. 1067-1068 .• 
11 Wilhelm Niem8lle:r, Macht ~ !2£, Recht, p. 83. 
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.A:n important factor which probably influenced the decision of the 
three judges was the impressive array of character witnesses who 
spoke for the pastor, All of these witnesses emphasized Nie:rn8ller 1 s 
desire to serve the fatherland, and :references to his old Prussian 
concepts of "honor .;1nd duty" we:re commonplace. Dr. Ferdinand 
S~.uerbu.ch, an eminent surgeon said that he wished 11there could be 
more pastors in the Evangelical Church -with such character and attitude. ,~l? 
.Among the witnesses were several general g~ade Army officers, ad:miralst 
and important representatives from the various Ministries of the 
state. Perhaps the most sW:•prising character witness was Frau Olga 
11 1'"' Rigele, a sister of Hermann Goring. ·J 
Against such dignitaries, the prosecution could muster only three 
witnesses, none worthy of note. They included a candidate for the 
office of Criminal Assistant in the District Attorney's Office, a 
criminal officer, and a Gestapo leader from Bielefeld, Their names 
are not available but it is known that they were all members of the 
Nazi party or sympathizers with the movement. To make matters worse, 
they could not prove that they had actually $een Niem~ller violate any 
law; with the excepti.on of the dec:ree concerning apostates .• 14 
Above all, Pastor Niem8ller 1 s trial must be viewed as an honest 
attempt by the court to obtain real justice for, the accused. Existing 
literature on the trial fails to emphasize this point. Too often 
·11 
Niemoller is pictured as a martyr, while the guilt is often subtly 
-----.. ---~ 1, 
12Ibid, 1 p. 4L~. 
TJrbid. , P. 1.}2 • 
l~Ibid ,, ; p, .,40. 
placed on the shoulders of the judges. In a strictly legal senset 
Niem8ller was guilty and the judges could not have been more lenient. 
Some time after the collapse of the Third Reich, Niem811er held that 
his trial was 11 • • • absolutely unobjectionably conducted.. . . • nl!'i 
fl Perhaps a statement made by Pastor Niemoller in the seventy=second 
year of his life, best illustrates the fact that the judges could 
have done no more to vindicate him: •• the difficulty 1 11 he de= 
clared, nwas what is political?~ ••• They believed me that it was 
a Church affair, but to say what was political, that was not for a 
courtt that is not left ~o the Church, but that is left to the state. 
When the state claims it is political, then we have to leave it to 
him Lsii/'. 11 6 Even Pastor Martin Niem81ler, one of the most 
articulate German opponents to the Hitler regime, accepted the 
totalitarian philosophy of National Socialism, 
l·t.: Ib'd - i '~,,pp. 83-84. 
16Martin Niem8ller, personal interview with the author, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 27 March 1963 .. 
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11Cause of Arrest." 
This is a photostatic copy of the indictment used by 
the state in the Niem81ler trial. I received it in May, 1963, 
from Wilhelm Niemgller. 
11 0fficial Court Findings." 
This do.ou.ment was also sent to me by Wilhelm Niem8ller 
and ~s a copy of the irerdict of ~onde:.rgeric~ II in the 
Niemo11er trial. It also corrtains the judges' reasons for 
rendering their de~ision. 
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This is the l;s.st of the documents I received directly 
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Paragra.ph 11 into the Evangelical Church. It is signed by 
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ORAL INTERVIEW 
Niem~ller, Martin, personal interview, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 27 March 
1963, with the ,author .. 
On this date, Pastor NiemBller granted me a short personal 
interview~ I>ttring the i~terview he helped me clarify certain 
points which.I could not have done otherwise • .Among other 
things he gave me his own evaluation of the 9bjectivity of 
the judges~ ]fore :i,mportant he directed me to the documents 
which his brother possesses. 
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